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Abstract

e overall goal of this project has been to contribute to our understanding of the
nature of the first galaxies through the study of a Damped Lyman α Absorber.
DLAs are clouds with a high column density of neutral hydrogen, leaving a char-
acteristically strong and broad absorption line in the spectrum of a background
light source, in this case a quasar.

e study of the DLA absorption features in the spectra of quasars is a pow-
erful tool for probing early history of galaxy formation, as it allows us to extract
detailed information about chemical composition and kinematical properties in
the gas of very distant and/or faint galaxies. e information gained from the
DLA can help understand the processes by which the large scale structure of the
Universe has evolved from minute temperature fluctuations in the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background to the galaxies, clusters and enormous voids of the local
Universe; and hence understand the nature of the Dark Maer, the gravitational
influence of which is governing this evolution. Furthermore, it can help under-
stand how the early clouds of hydrogen and helium have since been chemically
enriched with the elements that today make up our planet and a major part of
ourselves.

e data studied here are produced by a group led by Johan Fynbo in an at-
tempt to find weak lines of emission from the galaxies hosting the DLA clouds.
e data investigated consist of three exposures of a quasar of redshi z ≈
3.07, taken with the X-Shooter spectrograph at the ESO Very Large Telescope
in Paranal, Chile. In these spectra were found two DLA systems with redshis
z ≈ 2.58 and z ≈ 2.412, respectively, of which the laer was the subject for this
work.

e system was found to be a relatively hydrogen rich DLA with a metal
abundance and evidence of dust. It shows a dynamical structure consistent with
the assumption that DLA systems are young galaxies with active star formation,
and that the more massive systems have the higher star formation rate and cor-
respondingly higher abundances of metals.





Resumé

Formåletmed dee specialeprojekt har været at bidrage til vor forståelse af de før-
ste galakser igennem analyse af en Dæmpet Lyman-α-Absorber, forkortet DLA.
Disse er skyer med et højt indhold af neutral brint, som eerlader en karakte-
ristisk kraig og bred absorptionslinje i spektret fra en lyskilde i baggrunden -
i dee tilfælde en quasar. Studiet af DLA’ers absorption i quasarspektre er et
virkningsfuldt middel til at sondere den tidligste galaksedannelseshistorie, idet
den sæer os i stand til at skaffe detaljeret viden om kemisk sammensætning og
kinematiske forhold i gassen i meget erne og/eller lyssvage galakser.

Denne information kan hjælpe til at forstå de processer, ved hvilke Universets
storskalastruktur har udviklet sig fra uhyre små temperaturforskelle i den Kos-
miske Mikrobølgebaggrund til de nuværende galakser, galaksehobe og enorme
gasfilamenter, og dermed også at forstå det Mørke Stof, hvis gravitationelle ind-
flydelse styrer denne udvikling. Den kan desuden hjælpe os til at forstå, hvordan
de oprindelige skyer af brint og helium er blevet beriget med de grundstoffer, der
idag udgør vores planet samt en stor del af os selv.

De anvendte data er produceret af en gruppe ledet af Johan Fynbo med det
formål at søge eer svage emissionslinjer fra den galakse, der skaber DLA- ab-
sorptionslinjen i quasarens spektrum. De anvendte data indeholder tre ekspone-
ringer af en quasar med en rødforskydning på z ≈ 3.07, taget med X-Shooter-
spektrografen på ESO’s Very Large Telescope i Paranal, Chile. I disse spektra
fandtes to DLA-systemer med rødforskydninger på hhv. z ≈ 2.583 og z ≈ 2.412.
Af disse er sidstnævnte blevet undersøgt i dee projekt; ingen emission blev dog
fundet i dee.

Det undersøgte system fandtes at være en relativt brintrig DLA med et højt
indhold af metaller tegn på tilstedeværelse af støv. Det udviser en dynamisk
struktur i overensstemmelse med den antagelse, at DLA-systemerne er unge ga-
lakser med aktiv stjernedannekse, og at systemerne med størst masse udviser
den kraigste stjernedannelsestakt og tilsvarende hurtigste berigelse med tunge
grundstoffer.
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P

I know how hard it is in Latian verse
To tell the dark discoveries of the Greeks

Chiefly because our pauper-spee must find
Strange terms to fit the strangeness of the thing;

yet worth of thine and the expected joy
Of thy sweet friendship do persuade me on

To bear all toil and wake the clear nights through,
Seeking with what of words and what of song

I may at last most gloriously uncloud
For thee the light beyond, wherewith to view

e core of being at the centre hid.
Titus Lucretius Carus: On The Nature Of Things

In this thesis, I am going to present my work of the last year on the study of
Damped Lyman α Absorbers in the spectra of asi-Steller Objects, called QSOs
or quasars. asars are the extremely luminous, dense regions surrounding Su-
permassive black holes in the centers of distant galaxies. When a cloud of neutral
hydrogen in a galaxy intersects the line of sight to a quasar, it absorbs some of its
light, leaving a characteristic strong, broad absorption line in the spectrum of the
quasar, the so-called Damped Lyman α line. is line is easily detected, even in
automated surveys, where it can be marked for follow-up spectroscopy, in which
absorption lines le by heavier elements in the absorption system combined with
the DLA line can reveal detailed information about the absorbers chemical com-
position, kinematic properties and inner structure, which in turn can help us
understand the history of formation and evolution of galaxies and their place in
the evolution of the Universe as a whole.

e data used were provided by my advisor, Johan Fynbo, whose group has
acquired the spectra with the X-Shooter spectrograph on the Very Large Tele-
scope in Paranal, Chile. e exposures were made in February 2010, a few weeks
before my work on the project started. My work has mainly consisted in reduc-
ing and analyzing the data aer acquisition, a process that has constituted the
majority of the work on this thesis, which I also hope to have reflected in the
structure of this report.

In the first chapter of this document, I shall briefly summarize the current
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standard model of cosmology, in order to set the stage and provide some context
for this work. In chapter two, I shall present in greater depth some of the the-
oretical methods used in the reduction and analysis of the spectra. In chapters
3 and 4 I shall give an account of the process and results of the reduction and
analysis, respectively. ere is a considerable topical overlap between chapters
1 and 2 which provide the theoretical background, and between chapters 3 and 4
which document the practical process and present the results.

A
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during the last two years.
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To Catarina, Karen,Martina, Bo, Peter,Mitch, Henrik, Christiano and Di-
ana and all the other DARKers.
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those I believe would possibly read the list.

And last but not least, Bruce Lee.
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I

e sort of study of Damped Lyman α systems carried out in this thesis project
can provide information about the history of both structure formation and chem-
ical enrichment in the CMB Universe. To set the stage for this, I shall now give a
brief account of early structure formation and chemical composition.

1.1 T F  

e currently most widely accepted theory of the origin of the Universe is the
inflationary big bang theory. It states that at an age of T = 10−36 s aer the
Big Bang, the universe started expanding exponentially until around T ≈ 10−34.

During this extremely short time span, the Universe would have expanded by
roughly a factor of∼ 1043; corresponding to a sphere with the radius of 1% that of
the electron expanding to the entire observable Universe today in a time span of
10−34 seconds. is would mean that even if there were any inhomogeneities in
the Universe before inflation, these would be stretched so much that they would
be completely smoothed out; aer inflation, the Universe would be completely
flat.

ere would however be some very small inhomogeneities, due to quantum
mechanical fluctuations taking place during inflation. ese would leave lile
energy density density ripples on the fabric of spacetime, which would then in-
stantly stretch with the rest of the Universe until inflation ends, leaving density
fluctuations on practically all scales imaginable. At the end of inflation, the field
believed to be responsible for inflation would decay into an ordinary energy-
momentum-tensor, which would fill up the hitherto empty and extremely cold
universe in what is called the epoch of reheating.

How the density fluctuations grow with time is a competition between grav-
ity, that tends to make the perturbations grow, and high temperature which will
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Chapter 1. Introduction

tend to smooth them out. In the early, hot, dense Universe, maer and radiation
were in thermal equilibrium, making up a photon-baryon plasma with very high
temperature which would not allow any gravitational collapse; and hence the
density perturbations of the inflation era were le to oscillate as extremely faint
sonic waves. Only when the Universe grew large and cool enough that baryons
and photons would decouple, and baryons and electrons combine into neutral
hydrogen and helium atoms would baryons be able to undergo gravitational col-
lapse. Hence, if the Universe only consisted of baryonic maer, these density
fluctuations would only start growing at the era of recombination, and the Cos-
mic Microwave Background that we see today would be completely smooth.

However, this is not what the CMB looks like. e CMB has a remarkabky
homogeneous temperature, but it does have small density fluctuations of ∼ δT

T ,
which is already too large to have been created by the gravitational collapse of
baryons. e strength of the fluctuations in the CMB is one important piece of
evidence for the existence of non-baryonic Dark Maer; this does not interact
with photons and will hence have decoupled from the rest of the Universe at a
significantly earlier stage, giving it time to undergo gravitational collapse and
sele into the higher-density structures. Studies of the CMB fluctuations have
shown, in agreement with measurements of spiral galaxies and galaxy clusters,
that there is roughly ten times as much DarkMaer as there is baryonic maer in
the Universe, meaning that the gravitation of Dark Maer is dominating. Aer
recombination, the baryonic maer simply falls into the potential wells already
established by Dark Maer; and the tiny differences in gravitational potential
red- and blueshis the photons emied there slightly, creating the temperature
fluctuations in the CMB.

ese tiny density fluctuations are the seeds that have since grown into the
structures of the Universe today, with stars, planets, galaxies and intergalactic
gas. How this evolution happened is the underlying question in a large part of
modern observational cosmology, including this thesis project.

H   D M

ere are many candidates for what could be the evasive Dark Maer; and they
generally fall in two categories, hot or cold Dark Maer. Hot Dark Maer moves
at relativistic speeds, while Cold Dark Maer moves at nonrelativistic speeds and
carry correspondingly smaller kinetic energies. is has an important impact on
the formation of structure in the Universe: Hot Dark Maer will move freely at
larger distances than cold dark maer, tending to smooth over inhomogeneities
at small scales. Hence, if the Universe is dominated by HDM, large scale struc-
tures will collapse gravitationally before smaller scale structures, the so-called
top-down scenario. In contrast, CDM domination will see smaller structures col-
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1.2. Chemical evolution

lapse gravitationally first, and then merge into larger structures, the boom-up
scenario.

Observing the early Universe to see if gas collapses on supercluster scales and
then develop smaller substructures, or gas collapses at smaller scales like stars and
star clusters to then merge into larger structures is therefore a powerful tool to
constrain the ratio of hot to cold Dark Maer in the Universe.

1.2 C 

1.2.1 B B N

At around 1 second aer Big Bang, the Universe had cooled enough that neu-
trinos could freeze out of equilibrium, fixing the neutron-to-proton ratio at 0.2.
Free neutrons are unstable and will decay with a half-time of about 15 minutes,
but as the Universe cools down further, the neutrons bind to an equal number of
protons to form Helium 4-nuclei through the process of Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis. e temperature does however not get below the binding energy until
a time of around 200 s [31], a time that is non-negligible compared to the half-
life of free neutrons. At this time, the neutron-to-proton ratio has decreased to
around 0.15, at which level it is frozen due to the stability of nucleus neutrons.
Aer the end of nucleosynthesis at T ∼ 300 s, there is roughly 2 neutrons for
every 14 protons, tied up in one helium atom and 10 hydrogen atoms, leaving a
primordial chemical composition of the Universe of ∼ 25% Helium and ∼ 75%
Hydrogen by mass, or 10% Helium and 90% hydrogen by numbers. In addition to
this, there are traces of Lithium and Beryllium. Any heavier elements and raised
Helium abundance can only be the result of stellar activity, making metal lines
in the ISM and IGM a useful tracer of current or past star formation.

1.2.2 T D A  

At a redshi of z ∼ 1100 [4], corresponding to an age of the universe of around
300.000 years, the Universe finally cools to a level below the ionization energy
of hydrogen. Nuclei and electrons form neutral atoms in what is somewhat mis-
leadingly called the era of recombination. Since the atoms are neutral, they stop
interacting with radiation, and for the first time, the Universe becomes transpar-
ent, and the photons present everywhere can now travel freely through the Uni-
verse. e background radiation is soon redshied into low-energetic infrared
and microwave wavelengths, and there are no stars or other processes providing
light, apart from the 21 cm Hydrogen spin-flip line; the Universe has entered the
so-called dark ages. From this point and until a redshi z ∼ 20, the Universe
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Chapter 1. Introduction

is completely dark, and dominated by neutral hydrogen and Dark Maer, slowly
collapsing into the gravitational wells of what shall later become the first stars
and galaxies. e oldest galaxy observed so far has a redshi of z ∼ 10 [5],
meaning that star formation must have been going on for a while before that.

Whether the first stars have formed before the first galaxies or vice versa
depends on the hot to cold Dark Maer ratio and is still unknown. e hard
UV radiation from the first stars marks the beginning of the era of reionization,
the end of which is defined as the time when only a fraction of ∼ 10−3 of the
hydrogen of the Universe is still neutral. is is approximately the limit at which
the Universe becomes transparent to radiation at the Lyman α wavelength of
1216 Å (see next chapter).

1.3 A G N  Q

Shortly aer the first galaxies - maybe even at the same time - the their slightly
more curious cousins the quasars appear. e term “quasar” is an abbreviation
of a “asi-Stellar Radio Source”, a class of objects first discovered in the 1950’es.
e term quasi-stellar was given them because of their very small angular size;
most are, like stars, to be considered point sources, yet they show an emission
spectrum very different from that of stars, and they were found to be strong radio
sources as well - in fact, the first quasars were discovered with radio telescopes.
However, it was soon discovered that not all of these stellar-like high redshi
objects were emiing at radio wavelengths, and the name “quasi-stellar objects”,
or QSOs, was given to the radio-quiet ones. Today, it has been found that there
is no clear distinction between these two kinds of objects, and the term “quasar”
is oen used more loosely about any kind of QSO, a practice that is also adopted
in this thesis.

asars were soon found to be one subspecies of the class of objects called
Active Galactic Nuclei, a class that also includes e.g. Seyfert Galaxies and Radio
galaxies. ese objects are, from an observational point of view, very different:
some are radio loud, some are radio quiet, some have strong UV and visible spec-
trum emission, some show none of that. However, what they all have in common
is a very high redshi, implying cosmological distances, and a small angular sizes.

e spectra of quasars show some characteristic features, including strong
and very broad emission lines. Typical width of these lines would indicate that
they are emied from systems with a velocity dispersion of several percent of the
speed of light. Some of the sources also show changes in both continuum and line
emission on time scales of days or weeks, permiing the emiing region to be no
more than a few light-weeks across. Adopting an example width of the region
of R ∼ 0.01 pc and a width of the emission lines of v ∼ 104 km s−1 [18], and
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1.3. asars

inserting into the usual formula for escape velocity, the central region is found
to have a mass of:

ve =

√
2GM

R
⇒

M =
v2R
2G

≈ 1.16× 108M�

A mass measured in millions to billions of solar masses enclosed in a volume
with a radius a few times that of the Solar System is almost certain to be a su-
permassive black hole, which is also the only known engine that can produce the
energies detected, and later modeling has shown that also the characteristics of
other kinds of AGN are consistent with them being the highly energetic inner
surroundings of supermassive black holes in galactic centers, their apparent dif-
ferences being due to the face they show us rather than differences in physical
properties.

asars are by far the most luminous of these objects. While the other classes
of AGN are visible galaxies with strongly radio-emiing cores, quasars appear to
be “cores with no galaxies”, appearing very similar to Galactic stars at first glance;
but they show a stronger UV and IR emission than stars in addition to their very
strongly redshied emission lines.

Deep imaging has since shown that also the quasars are indeed the extremely
luminous cores of galaxies, but the quasar typically outshines the galaxy by a
factor of ∼ 103.

All AGN emission is today believed to be different manifestations of potential
energy released by infall of maer into the central black hole. When a massive
central black hole has formed in a young galaxy, maer is falling into the po-
tential well of the black hole and forming an accretion disk around the center.
Friction within the disc material will cause it to lose its potential energy and re-
lease it as thermal radiation. e accreting maer will typically radiate ∼ 10%
of its rest mass during infall due to the enormous gradient in potential energy
around the central black hole [18], making for extremely high temperatures in
the disk, and the continuum emission contribution will show correspondingly
high energies.

At these temperatures, most maer will be in the plasma phase of freely
moving nuclei and electrons, and the strong rotation and friction will cause a
strong magnetic field to build up,sometimes strong enough to power narrow jets
of charged particle outflow at highly relativistic speeds, feeding the radio lobes if
present. ese jets emit strong synchrotron radiation in UV and γ bands. When
one such jet happens to point in our direction, we observe a luminosity many
times stronger yet, a so called blazar. It is not known precisely what fuels a
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Composite QSO spectrum
Data from Telfer et al., 2002
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Figure 1.1: Part of a composite QSO spectrum, made by Telfer et al. [33]. e strong, broad
emission lines are clear, as is the relatively strong UV continuum.

quasar, as it seem that a large abundance of neutral gas is necessary but not suf-
ficient.

Q   

e strong luminosity of QSOs means that they can be observed out to very high
distances; the farthest observed QSO so far has a redshi of z & 7¹, meaning that
the light we observe is no more than 12.7 Gyr old, at which time the Universe
was only ∼ 12% its present scale and ∼ 5.5% its present age. is means this
light was emied before the end of the era of reionization at z ∼ 6 (see section
2.1).

QSOs are seen within the full range of observable redshis [18], but their
comoving number density per unit redshi is variable with a peak around z ∼
2 − 3, above which is starts dropping again. is era seems to be a peak age
of QSO activity. e abundance of quasars at different redshis can, provided a
correct theory of the fueling mechanisms and their relation to the mechanisms of
galaxy formation, they can provide information about the evolution of galaxies in
the Universe. One hypothesis is that quasars have a relatively short life time but
can be “re-ignited” as a result of galaxy mergers, in which case the abundance
of quasars could also carry information about galaxy collision rates and hence
the history of structure formation. e relative strengths of the strong emission

¹Bram Venemans, talk at DARK Cosmology Center
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1.3. asars

lines bear information about the chemical evolution of the Universe and in young
galaxies in particular.

But maybe more important, quasars can serve as cosmic “lighthouses”, pro-
viding backlight for absorption spectroscopy of primeval galaxies and the inter-
galactic medium. e bright light of quasars make it possible to probe the IGM
as far back as it is possible to observe quasars, well into the pre-ionization era.

As is explained further below, the strong light from quasars provide statistical
information about the structure of the IGM from reionization and to the local
Universe, as well as observing young galaxies that are not luminosity selected and
hence are likely to be more representative of the typical galaxy at high redshis
than galaxies observed directly.
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M

2.1 A  
In much the same way that a cloud obscuring the sun or the moon can give us in-
formation about the thickness and structure of the cloud, background light from
e.g. a quasar can give us information about anymaer partly obscuring this light.
e atoms of the obscuring maer leave absorption lines in the spectrum of the
light source, revealing information about the absorber like e.g. chemical com-
position, number of atoms encountered, and more. Correctly interpreted, this
information can reveal even more information about e.g. structure and dynam-
ics of the absorber.

When the light source is e.g. a quasar, beaming at us over cosmological dis-
tances, there is an added benefit from the fact that the light is redshied as the
fabric of spacetime stretches while the photons traverse it. When meeting an
absorbing system, the QSO spectrum will already be redshied, and the absorber
will leave its absorption line imprints on it bluewards of the quasar emission line
of the corresponding transition. Given a correctly modeled relation between red-
shi and distance, absorption lines will then provide a mapping of the distances,
compositions and concentrations of maer encountered on the way. anks to
the very large distances at which quasars can be observed, this allows us to ob-
tain statistical information about the structure and composition of the Universe
out to very high distances and corresponding early times; in recent years, obser-
vation of extremely distant quasars has even allowed a dating of the completion
of reionization of the Universe to a redshi of z ≈ 6 [3] (see below).

2.1.1 T Lα T L

By number, hydrogen makes up ∼ 90% of the atoms in the Universe, and any
photon is far more likely to encounter a hydrogen atom than any other element.
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Chapter 2. Methods

e spectrum of hydrogen is therefore an important tool in mapping the mass
distribution in the Universe.

e strongest line in the in the Hydrogen spectrum is the 1216 Å Lyman α
transition between the ground state and the first excited state of the hydrogen
atom. Lyman α photons are mainly produced in regions where photons of ener-
gies above the Lyman limit at 912 Å can ionize hydrogen which then recombines
and decays back into the ground state. is happens mainly in hot, star forming
regions and inside AGNs and, to a lesser degree, in the cooling of collapsing gas
[21]. Young, star-forming galaxies will typically be very bright in the Lyα line,
which makes them appear significantly brighter in a narrow band around their
(redshied) Lyα line than in a broad continuum, a fact that can be utilized for
bulk mapping of galaxy redshis in wide-field images like in e.g. [36].

When light of Lyman α wavelength passes through a cloud of neutral hy-
drogen, of which at any time most will be in the ground state, a number of the
photons will be absorbed to excite the atoms into the upper state, which will al-
most immediately decay back into the ground state by reversing the process and
emiing a Lyα photon. e life time of the upper state is long enough that the
photon will be re-emied in a random direction, meaning that along the line of
sight to the light source, the cloud has effectively absorbed light at this wave-
length. e efficiency of the absorber can be expressed as the absorption cross
section area σ. Lyman α absorption in neutral hydrogen has a high interac-
tion cross section, meaning that small abundances of neutral hydrogen can leave
noticeable or even saturated line features in a spectrum. is means that the dis-
tribution of neutral hydrogen in the Universe can be efficiently mapped by aid
of Lyman α absorption in QSO spectra. Different distribution paerns will leave
different imprints on the QSO continuum. Some of these features, as well as their
physical implications, are described below.

T GP T

Since Lyman α is so efficiently absorbed in neutral hydrogen, the Universe would
have to be almost completely ionized before becoming transparent to this wave-
length. Light emied before this time at wavelengths of λ ≤ 1216Å will be
continually redshied into and through the Lyα wavelength and absorbed, spar-
ing the one half of the broad Lyα emission line that has been Doppler shied to
redwards from the rest-frame wavelength of the transition. A deep absorption
feature will work its way bluewards from the center of the Ly α emission line.
is effect will end when the Universe has been almost completely reionized,
giving the absorption feature a lower wavelength limit of the Lyα wavelength at
the redshi at the end of the epoch of reionization. is limit can well be on the
blue side of what was the 912 Å Lyman Limit at emission; in which case there
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2.1. Absorption line systems

will be strong absorption everywhere bluewards of the Lyα emission line of the
quasar.

is absorption feature was first predicted by Gunn and Petersen in [14] and
is called the Gunn-Petersen effect or the Gunn-Petersen Trough, but the first
detection of the feature was not until 2001, when it was announced by Robert H.
Becker et al. [3] that they had found a schoolbook example of a Gunn-Petersen
trough in the spectrum of the z = 6.28 QSO SDSS 1030+0524 and similar features
in three quasars of redshis between 5.80 and 6.28, determining the end of the
epoch of reionization to be around z ∼ 6.

T L α F

In the Universe aer reionization, only a small fraction of the Hydrogen is still
neutral. is hydrogen is concentrated in the filaments and inter-void walls de-
scribed in section 1.1. Following the general evolution of the large scale structure,
the largest concentration of hydrogen will be found int the nodes and filaments,
where parts of it will be shielded against ionizing radiation.

When reionization is complete, the large majority of the Universe has gone
transparent to the Lyman α transition, but these clouds of neutral hydrogen still
absorb in these wavelengths, thus revealing their thickness, position and other
properties.

Most of these clouds are small, dilute and cold, though oen with column
densities large enough for saturated absorption. When the light beam of a QSO
emied aer reionization travels through intergalactic space, continually being
redshied, it encounters a large number of these clouds, each leaving a thin but
oen deep absorption line at the Lyα wavelength of the absorber redshi. e
thinner and smaller of these clouds, with column densities N . 1.6× 1017 cm−2

[20], are also the more numerous. ey are large enough to be optically thick
in the strongest hydrogen lines including Lyα and Lyβ, but are optically thin in
metal lines. A large number of these lines can be found bluewards of the Lyα
emission feature in many high-redshi spectra, resulting in a comb-teeth paern
commonly known as the Lyman α forest.

As the Universe expands further, the IGM is further ionized, and the thin HI
systems become fewer and smaller, resulting in a thinning out of the Lyα forest
at lower redshis.

An example of a Lyα forest is shown in figure 2.1, where a low- and a high-
redshi quasar spectrum are shown together for comparison.

e number density per redshi bin and shape of the Lyman α forest lines
provide valuable statistical constraints on the formation of structure. As expected
from the picture of an expanding and reionzing early Universe, the density of the
lines in a QSO spectrum per unit redshi is decreasing with increasing redshi.
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Chapter 2. Methods

Figure 2.1: asar spectra from a low redshi (upper panel) and a high redshi (lower
panel) quasar for comparison. e Lyman α forest is clearly visible in the lower panel.
Image adapted from [19].

e density of lines can normally be fied as a power law

N(z) = N0(1+ z)γ; (2.1)

with N0 being a function of line strength, as weaker lines are more numerous
than strong lines [29]. e exponent γ ≈ 2.5 is explained further by Petitjean in
[29]. e Lyα Forest lines show less clustering than lines of higher column den-
sity, consistent with what would be expected from a scenario where these dilute
clouds are associated with IGM filaments and walls, and only to a small degree
with galaxies [18]. e number of Lyα Forest lines is roughly constant at redshis
of roughly z . 1.5, indicating that the dilute clouds at this point have either been
ionized and diffused into the hot IGM or collapsed into denser clouds [18]. Even
the most extended, dilute Lyα Forest systems show a small but measurable abun-
dance of metals. Since it is unlikely that present day galaxies have had the time to
enrich the dilute IGM with these metals, this suggests a first generation of stars
forming in the early and much more homogeneous Universe, which have subse-
quently merged into galaxies [18], lending further support to a Cold Dark Maer
scenario in which small scale density fluctuations have collapsed first, and the
larger scales have followed as the Universe cooled and expanded.
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2.1. Absorption line systems

L  

Systems at column densities larger than the Lyα Forest systems , at column den-
sities 1.6× 1017 . N ≤ 2× 1020 cm−2 are optically thick in the Lyman α line,
and in addition also optically thick in wavelengths below the 912 Å ionization en-
ergy of hydrogen, the so called Lyman Limit, aer which they have their name,
the Lyman Limit systems. ese systems are mixed ionization states, and are
believed to be found mostly within virial radii of galaxies [20], associating them
physically to the galaxies. ey are known to dominate the absorption of ioniz-
ing photons in the Universe [20], but they are not very well understood and shall
not be treated in further detail here.

Systems with column densities greater yet, of N ≥ 2× 1020 cm−2, are the so-
called Damped Lyman α Absorber systems and are considerably beer under-
stood; and since they form the topic of this thesis, they shall be treated separately
in the next section.

2.1.2 D L α A

Systems denser yet than the Lyman Limit systems are rarer, but are found in
some spectra of quasars and GRBs. ey show heavily saturated Lyman α ab-
sorption lines with broad dampening wings in the sides, the origin of which is
described further in section 2.1.3, and which have given the systems their names:
the Damped Lyman α Absorbers, or DLA. e N ≥ 2× 1020 cm−2 limit is in fact
slightly artificial, as these broad dampening wings are seen in systems with col-
umn densities as low as N ∼ 1018 cm−2 [29], the so-called sub-DLA systems. e
N ∼ 1020 cm−2 limit stems part from the studies of local spiral galaxies which
show that this is the typical order of magnitude of HI column density in these;
part from this being the level at which also metal lines become unambiguously
identifiable [13]. Hence, the limit is set not just from the occurence of the damp-
ening wings, but also from what seems to be “galaxy-like” conditions.

Figure 2.2 from [29] shows the distribution of HI clouds at z ∼ 2.8 as a func-
tion of column density. With column densities 1012 . N . 1014 cm−2, the
Lyman α forest systems are by far the more numerous. However, the major
part of HI in the Universe is found in the DLA systems to the lower right in
the figure. e distribution of the stars is well fied with a power law dn

dz ∝
N−1.5 [29] [13]. e number of clouds with a column density within the inter-
val [N, N + dN] is proportional to N−1.5. e amount of gas in clouds within
this interval is then proportional to the gas content per cloud times the number
of clouds N × N−1.5 = N−0.5. e total gas content in a given column density
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Figure 2.2: e column density distribution of HI clouds in the z ∼ 2.8 Universe from [29].
e thin (N . 1014cm−2) clouds are by far the more numerous, but the majority of HI is
found in the large (N & 1020) systems.

interval [N1, N2] is then found by

n([N1, N2]) =
∫ N2

N1

N−0.5dN (2.2)

Since 1/N0.5 > 1/N, and the laer does not converge when integrated, nei-
ther will the former, so the upper end of the column densities will dominate the
integral, and the majority of the mass will indeed be found in the upper end of
the column density scale, regardless of the lower number of systems.

Figure 2.3 can sum up the presentation of the Lyα transition quite nicely. It
shows the part of the UVB arm of the spectrum ofQ 0918+1636, theQSO that is the
subject of this work. Two DLA systems as well as the Lyman α Forest are clearly
visible. Around 3550 Å is seen the sharp cutoff of a Lyman limit system with a
redshi of z ≈ 2.85, whose Lyman α line is visible as a semi-strong absorption
feature around 4750 Å. e system treated in this work is the one responsible for
the DLA line centered around 4149 Å, just bluewards of the Lyman β emission
line of the QSO.

DLA  () 

Neutral hydrogen is the fuel and building material for star formation and hence
for galaxy formation, and since the major part of neutral hydrogen is concen-
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Figure 2.3: e spectrum of Q 0918+1636, with the Lyα and Lyman β emission lines marked.
Two DLA features as well as the Lyman α forest and a Lyman limit system are visible in
the spectrum

trated in the DLA systems, these are considered the reservoirs of HI from which
early Universe galaxy formation has drawn its material [39]. is means that an
analysis of the chemical properties of DLA systems at different redshis can pro-
vide valuable information about the history of galaxy evolution. DLA systems
are our only source of knowledge about non-luminous material in galaxies out-
side theMilkyWay. e fact that the QSO-DLA systems are not physically bound
to the background source means that the range of redshis that can be probed
by this technique is not downwards limited by the low number of QSOs in the
local Universe like e.g. the abundance of GRB at a given redshi limits the num-
ber of DLA systems probed by GRB there; the entire range of redshis from the
first quasars to the local Universe can be probed with this technique. is gives
a unique opportunity to get detailed and easily comparable information about
the chemical evolution of the galaxy population over a wide range of redshis,
covering a time line from a very young Universe and almost until present times.

A number of fits of such low-redshi DLA systems has been done by Meiring
et al. in [24] and is shown in figure 2.4, taken from same. ese spectra have
been obtained by the Cosmic Origins Spectrographmounted on the Hubble Space
Telescope, as DLA systems at these low redshis are still well into the near-UV
bands in which the Earth’s atmosphere is not transparent.
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Figure 2.4: DLA line fits for a number of low-redshis QSO-DLA, done by Meiring et al. in
[24], from whi this figure is also taken.
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D V  

Besides information about the chemical composition of distant galaxies, Damped
Lyman α systems can also, by the velocity-space morphology of their line com-
pounds, provide information about the dynamical structure of the system. Specif-
ically, it is possible to find theDynamic velocity, which is defined as the Doppler
velocity corresponding to the spectral width of 95% of the integrated optical depth
of the line (see section 4.4). e dynamic velocity plays is a measure of the veloc-
ity dispersion within the system. Due to the virial theorem, and assuming there
is no mechanism besides gravity correlating the velocities of the subsystems, the
dynamic velocity can also be interpreted as a measure of the total mass of the
host galaxy.

In [22], Ledoux et al. present data showing a correlation between dynamic
velocity and metallicity for a sample of 70 DLA or strong sub-DLA systems. eir
results are shown in figure 2.5

Figure 2.5: e metallicity-Dynamic valocity relation as found by Ledoux et al. in [22].

If in fact the mass-metallicity relation holds true, this also implies a mass-
luminosity relation due to the luminosity-metallicity relation presented in 2.2.
Assuming a CDM model, this could potentially also explain why high-redshi
DLA hosts have been so difficult to observe in emission, as Cold Dark Maer
models predict that galaxies at earlier stages will be less massive and hence less
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luminous than galaxies in the local Universe. is would also mean that statisti-
cal information about dynamic velocity from a number of high-redshi galaxies
could help constrain the fractions of hot and cold Dark Maer in the Universe.

2.1.3 V P

is section deals with some of the physics that allows to draw physical conclu-
sions about the absorber from the shape of absorption lines. While the depth
of absorption lines provides information about the number of this exact ion en-
countered in the cloud and hence about the chemical composition of the cloud;
the width and more general shape of the line feature tells of the size of the entire
system as well providing hits about its internal structure.

An atom in a dilute HI gas has a certain probability of absorbing a passing
photon proportional to the interaction cross section area, denoted σ. is prob-
ability is, for a single atom at rest and with with energy levels with an infinite
life time, a delta function δ(λ) centered around the transition wavelength λ0, but
this distribution is broadened by two mechanisms.

e first, natural broadening, stems from the fact that, due to the finite life
time of the electron energy state and Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation dE · dt >
h̄/2, there is a finite probability that an atom will absorb a photon that is some-
what detuned from the nominal transition wavelength. e probability for this
to happen at a given wavelength is described by a Lorentz distribution in λ. A
generic expression for the Lorentz function can be found on [38] as:

L(x, γ) =
γ

π(x2 + γ2)
(2.3)

e distribution can be seen in figure 2.6, along with the Gauss and Voigt
profiles described below.

e above description is assuming the atom is fixed in the rest frame of the
absorbing cloud, but in general, any system has some internal motion. In the
reference frame of an atom moving within the cloud, a photon of wavelength
λ0 is generally red- or blueshied away from the transition wavelength, while
slightly detuned photons might be red- or blueshied closer to (or further away
from) λ0, and hence have an increased or decreased probability of interacting
with the atom relative to its Lorentz probability of interacting with the same
atom, had it been fixed. is kinetically line broadening is described by theGauss
distribution, in generic terms [38]:

G(x, σ) =
e−x2/(2σ2)

σ
√

2π
(2.4)
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2.1. Absorption line systems

eGauss distribution is also shown in figure 2.6. is distribution is broader
and less pointed than the Lorentzian near the line center at λ0, but it drops off to
zero faster than does the Lorentz distribution, which stays non-negligible further
out.
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Figure 2.6: Probability density distributions for the Gauss, Lorentz and Voigt profiles with
values σ = 1 and γ = 1. e Voigt distribution is dominated by the shape of the Gaussian
near the line center and by the Lorentzian in the wings.

If the gas density is sufficiently high, atoms will have a high collision fre-
quency, and kinetic energy will be distributed according to the equipartition the-
orem, giving each element a velocity distribution according to its atomic mass.
In very dilute clouds, the inter-atom distance is generally so large that collisional
interactions are very rare, and the only line broadening components will be due
to turbulent motion in which all ions will have similar velocity distributions. For
the systems treated here, the gas was originally assumed to be so dilute that the
motion broadening is taken to be purely turbulent, but also the case of thermal
broadening has been explored.

When physically combining these two broadening effects by sending pho-
tons of wavelengths near the transition wavelength through a gas in turbulent
motion, a line profile emerges that is a Gaussian distribution of Lorentz profiles
or, equivalently, a Lorentzian distribution of Gauss profiles. Mathematically, this
resulting probability density distribution is described as the convolution of the
two functions and is called the Voigt distribution:

V(x, σ, γ) =
∫ +∞

−∞
G(x′, σ)L(x − x′, γ)dx′ (2.5)

Since convolution is commutative, the order of the distributions is arbitrary.
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It is seen from the figure that the Voigt profile is dominated by the broad, round
Gaussian shape around the line center, while the quick drop off of the Gaussian
allows the Lorentzian to dominate far away from the line center, as was expected
by comparing the two former profiles.

O     

e optical depth of a cloud at a given transition wavelength is a measure of
the fraction of passing light that is absorbed. is quantity depends on the the
average number of atoms any photon can expect to meet on its path through the
system, measured as the column density N measured in cm−2, and the probabil-
ity of interacting with each of them, the cross section σ, which in turn depends
on the oscillator strength of the given transition, the half-life of the upper level
and other quantities; see [29] for more details.

e optical depth is a delta function centered at the nominal transition wave-
length, which due to natural and Doppler broadening is transformed into a Voigt
profile. But while the above formulation of the Voigt profile is well suited for
gaining intuition for the nature and behavior of Voigt functions, it is not very
suitable for scientific application. A more useful expression for the Voigt func-
tion in terms of physical quantities is given by Petitjean [29]:

H(a, u) =
a
π

∫ +∞

−∞

e−y2

(u − y)2 + a2
dy ; (2.6)

a =
λγ

4πb
; (2.7)

u = − c
b

([
1+

v
c

]
− λ

λ0

)
(2.8)

Here, λ0 is the nominal wavelength of the transition, and γ is the de-excitation
rate of the higher state, which acts as a dampening parameter; and b is the
Doppler parameter, a measure of the width of the thermal or turbulent veloci-
ties, in km/s [35].

Using the above formulation, the broadened optical depth becomes:

τ(λ) = τ0 · H(a, u) = 1.498× 10−2 N f λ

b
× H(a, u) (2.9)

with τ0 being the optical depth at the line center, for which an explicit expression
is given in [29]. In terms of intensities before and aer passing a material, the
optical depth is defined as:

f = I/I0 = e−τ (2.10)
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where I is the measured intensity and I0 is the emied intensity. From this, the
line profile, in units of flux relative to the interpolated non-absorbed continuum
at the profile wavelengths, is then simply given as f (λ) = e−τ(λ), or:

f (λ) = e−τ(λ) = e1.498×102 N f λ
b H(a,u) (2.11)

e right side of the last equality is from [29]. e integrals in equations 2.5
and 2.6, have no analytical solutions and must be solved numerically, a task that
has been the subject of much effort. One approximation used in this work can
be found in [34], and others are used indirectly through the soware packages
VPfit [7] and VPguess [23]. On figure 2.7 is shown a number of Voigt profiles
for fixed broadening parameters at different optical depths. All quantities on the
figure are given in arbitrary units.
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Figure 2.7: Examples of Voigt profiles for different optical depths. Note how, at a certain
point, w becomes very unresponsive toanges in τ. Furthermore, it is seen that the damping
wings become prominent only for high optical depths.

Physically, the shape of the Voigt profile being dominated by the Gaussian
profile near the line center means that at wavelengths close to λ0, any photon is
more likely to be absorbed by an atom in turbulent motion, since the Lorentzian
profile at this point has dropped off faster than the Gaussian. At larger distances
from the line center, the Lorentzian profile takes over as the dominating feature,
signifying that the probability of a photon at these wavelengths to be absorbed is
governed by the natural broadening, while the velocity of the absorbing atom has
lile influence. e transition between these two regions is more than twice the
FWHM away from the line center, meaning that it takes a large column density
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to see any prominent damping wings, which is also clearly visible on figure 2.7.
A more detailed description of this is found in [29].

C 

As described in section 1.2, an absorption line system oen consists of several
subsystems with individual peculiar velocities and corresponding redshi com-
ponents. is results in a line profile of several overlapping absorption features.
Different combinations of subsystems can yield the same resulting line profile,
and as is more thoroughly treated in [35], a low resolution can strongly affect the
apparent shape of the line, which in turn affects the inferred values of b and N.

Figure 2.8: Fiing is not unique: a set of data with a fied line profile, along with two
different sets of individual subprofiles that both yield the observed profile, taken from [29].

T C  G

An absorption line has an equivalent width w defined as:

w ≡
∫ I − I0

I0
dλ =

∫ (
1− e−τ

)
dλ (2.12)

e equivalent width is the width of a rectangle of height 1 and the same area
as the total flux absorbed in the line (the “area over the graph”), see section 4.2 for
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examples. For a redshied system, wobs = wabs(1+ zabs). e equivalent width
is easily measurable, and since it is simply an integral over a count of photons
absorbed in the line relative to the interpolated nearby continuum, it is robust to
distortions of the line feature due to resolution. Furthermore, w can be calculated
from eqs. 2.12 and 2.6 and therefore, in theory, it should be possible to calculate
N from w. Unfortunately, the relation between w, b and N requires that b be
known to a very high precision.

In figure 2.9 is shown the Curve of Growth, taken from [29], which describes
how w varies with N. emiddle graph is the CoG itself, the surrounding graphs
show some of the peculiarities of the three different regimes. In the optically thin
regime, w does not depend on b, but only on N, and is simple to calculate by the
following expression which is also used in sec. 4.2:

N = 1.13× 1020
wr[Å]
λ2[Å] f

(2.13)

where wr means the equivalent width in the rest frame of absorption [29]. As
can be seen on fig. 2.9, the equivalent width is unchanged even though b varies.
is also means that N can be uniquely determined once w is known.

In the flat, logarithmic regime on the graph, for intermediate values of N, the
situation is quite different: for the same value of N, different values of the Doppler
parameter can yield very different values of w and, consequently, the equivalent
width is no longer enough to determine the column density. As is shown in the
middle figure, a modest change in b can cause the CoG to take widely different
paths, on which an almost identical value of w correspond to strongly differing
values of N.e top graph shows how, for a fixed value of N, moderate alterations
of b can cause large differences in w. In this case, many transitions of the same
ion are in principle necessary to accurately determine N, but mostly, as was the
case for this project, there is not sufficiently many detectable transitions for each
ion present in the data to make this possible.

A generally accepted solution is to assume that all ions of similar ionization
degree belong to the same phase with the same physical properties, and then fit-
ting themwith tied b parameters, either as one turbulent b parameter, or for ther-
mal contributions with per-element b parameters according to atomic masses.
is assumption makes it possible to do some fairly accurate determinations of
N and b and, as will be evident in 4.3, the results seem to agree well with this
assumption.

2.1.4 R L L

When the light of the QSO is dispersed in the spectrograph, there is a lower
limit to the spectral width of line profiles that can be seen, determined by the
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Figure 2.9: e Curve of Growth for N as a function of w. In the optically thin limit, N
is uniquely determined by w, and the same is the case in the saturated limit. In the inter-
mediate region, N depends strongly on b, and determination of N by means of w becomes
highly uncertain. e figure is a adapted from [29].
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spectral resolution of the instrument. If there would happen to be strong absorp-
tion lines present with a spectral width � R, these lines would be smoothed by
the resolution to appear weaker and broader than they really are; making a nar-
row, saturated line appear as broader, optically thin feature. Since, as we have
seen, the relation between equivalent width and Doppler parameter is different
in the optically thin, intermediate and saturated regimes, such a hidden satu-
ration could lead to an incorrect estimate of w and hence the metallicity of the
system. Of course, the CoG method is supposed to minimize this by fiing b for
multiple lines of the same phase, but it would be preferable to have a different,
less model dependent way of determining the metallicity of the system.

One way to do this is to take advantage of the facts that w is directly measur-
able and independent of resolution, and the column density is independent of b
in the weak line limit. By picking a reasonable line and measuring w directly, N
can be calculated directly from eqn. 2.13

As can be seen from figure 2.9, the assumption of the line being optically thin
corresponds to assuming that the roughly linear relation in the weak line regime
is generally valid, yielding a value of N which is either close to the true value
or underestimated. Hence the name of the metallicity calculated by this method,
the robust lower limit. is model-independent value can, apart from a strong
lower constraint, also serve as a sanity check of the models reached through line
profile fiing.

e line should be chosen weak enough that it can be safely assumed that
the weak-line approximation is still valid, but on the other hand not too weak,
making the measurement of w too statistically uncertain. Results are shown in
section 4.2

e soware package vpguess, described in section 4.3, has a deconvolution
feature, in which resolution smoothing of the modeled spectrum can be turned
on and off, showing the “real” profile without instrument resolution blurring.
is can be helpful to see if it looks like there is any lines that are saturated
aer deconvolution, or any suspicious looking near-misses; but it cannot rule
out the possibility of hidden saturation, since information is lost in convolution
that cannot be recovered by deconvolution. It is assumed in vpguess that one
line component at spectral resolution corresponds to one physical component,
which is not necessarily the case.

However, for what it is worth, turning off instrument convolution of the mod-
eled profile of the spectrum of Q 0918+1636 did not reveal any hidden saturation
for any of the lines fied and used for metallicity determination.
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2.2 S 

e spectra for the present work are taken as a part of a survey carried out by J.
Fynbo and collaborators, presented in [10] and [11], the primary aim of which is
to detect emission from galaxy counterparts of high metallicity Damped Lyman
α Absorbers at redshis∼ 2− 3. e absorbers are selected for a large equivalent
width in the SiII 1526, which is known to be a reliable proxy for metallicity [30].

It has long been expected that high-redshi DLAs are young, star-forming
galaxies [39]. Surveys have shown that the DLA clouds contain the bulk of neu-
tral hydrogen in the early Universe, and metallicity measurements have shown
a metal enrichment of many DLA systems indicating that star formation has al-
ready enriched the clouds. Galaxies hosting DLAs are oen very difficult to de-
tect, because they are very faint and, according to currently favored DM theories,
relatively small structures, typically the size of modern day dwarf galaxies.

Especially for DLAs in QSO spectra, direct imaging is very difficult, because
the QSO will most likely be magnitudes more luminous than the DLA hosting
galaxy, and the impact parameters most oen comparable to the size of the QSO
point spread function. However, galaxies with strong star formation will have a
strong emission in the Lyman α line, which could be visible as a small peak at the
boom of the broad trough of the DLA absorption feature. ese emission lines
have been found, but in a surprisingly small number of the observed DLAs.

P. Møller et al. announce in [26] one such Lyman α emission line within the
broad DLA absorption line, and in the same work, they propose that there exist a
metallicity-luminosity relation at these redshis similar to the one that is known
to exist in the local Universe [37]. ey show data that, albeit too sparse to be
conclusive, are consistent with and weakly supporting the hypothesis that more
luminous galaxies have higher metallicities. e authors suggest that observing a
number of high-metallicity DLAs at redshis∼ 2− 3 could likely give an answer
to this.

J. Fynbo and collaborators make a similar prediction in [12]. e authors set
out in an effort to give an explanation to why DLA in Gamma Ray Burst spectra
have higher mean metallicity than those of QSO-DLA, as shown in figure i2.10.
Assuming that the GRB galaxies and QSO-DLA hosts are drawn from the same
group of objects, they aempt to develop a model consistent with known prop-
erties of these objects, in which a random sample of GRBs and a random sample
of QSO-DLA would show properties similar with those observed and shown in
figure 2.10.

If, with a given luminosity function Φ(L), we draw a random sample of QSO-
DLA hosts and GRB-hosts in a given patch of the sky, the contribution to the
entire sample of luminosity bin [L, L + ∆L] can first be determined. For GRBs,
this is fairly simple. e GRB-hosts are selected by their star formation rate per
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Figure 2.10: Cumulative distribution of metallicities for GRB-DLA and QSO-DLA. e
metallicities of GRB-DLA are on average significantly higher than those of QSO-DLA. Figure
from [12].

luminosity bin, which is proportional to its rate of GRB events. Hence, contribu-
tion of the bin [L, L + ∆L] of the sample is fGRB(L) ∝ SFR(L)Φ(L). e star
formation cannot be measured direct, but it is assumed that it is proportional
to the luminosity of the galaxy, since the majority of emission detectable from
these galaxies is assumed to be due to young, bright stars; and hence, we have
that fGRB ∝ LΦ(L).

Unlike GRBs that happen in the central regions of their host galaxies, QSOs
are not physically connected to the DLA system, but can be taken to be point
events randomly scaered across the sky patch. e probability of detection is
determined by the cross section are of the DLA cloud. Hence, DLA hosts are
cross section selected; their probability of intersecting the line of sight to the
QSO is fQSO(L) ∝ σHI(L)Φ(L). To establish how that influences the average
luminosity of QSO-DLA hosts, the authors of [12] adopt the Holmberg relation of
the local universe, in which the radius of a galaxy is related to its luminosity as
R ∝ L0.4. e cross section area, and hence the probability to intersect the QSO
line of sight, is then related to the luminosity function as fQSO ∝ Φ(L)× L0.8.
e average luminosity of a QSO-DLA host is, therefore, less than the average
luminosity of the GRB hosts.

To see what that means to the metallicity distribution, a local Universe lumi-
nosity/metallicity relation of the form Z ∝ (L/L∗)

β is adopted, meaning that a
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higher luminosity indicates a higher metallicity, since L ≤ L∗.

Furthermore, while GRBs practically always happen in the central region of
their host galaxies [9]; QSO lines of sight can trace any path through the galaxy
hosting the DLA systems. Since metallicity is determined by SFR, the central re-
gions of a galaxy is expected to have higher metallicity than the outer parts of the
same galaxy. QSO-DLA, which generally have a higher impact parameter than
GRBs, must be expected to show lower metallicities than GRB-DLA, even if the
sample of DLA host galaxies were assumed to all have the exact same metallicity.

e results of simulating GRB and QSO data through this model is shown
in figure 2.11, also taken from [12]. In the boom panel is shown a predicted
cumulative luminosity distribution; as predicted, a random sample of GRB hosts
are expected to have a greater luminosity than a random sample of QSO-DLA
hosts. As always, high magnitude means low luminosity.

e middle panel shows the relation between impact parameter and lumi-
nosity for three different, simulated samples of QSO-DLA. Fainter DLA hosts
have lower impact parameters due to the Holmberg relation between radius and
luminosity. Low metallicity hosts have lower luminosity due to the Metallicity/-
Luminosity relation and from that lower impact parameters due to the Holmberg
relation. Impact parameters are assumed to be zero for GRBs.

Finally, the upper panel shows the simulated relation between metallicity and
luminosity. e GRB hosts lie on a line, since their impact parameter is zero,
making the measured DLA metallicity an accurate tracer of the host maximum
metallicity, which is assumed to be uniquely defined by the luminosity. e QSO-
DLAs are scaered on and below this line, since any non-zero impact parame-
ter will mean a detected metallicity lower than the maximum metallicity of the
host. Note that this model clearly predicts that higher metallicity DLAs will have
higher luminosities, in agreement with the predictions of Møller et al. in [26].

Prediction of a generally higher luminosity for high metallicity objects has
been the motivation for the sample selection for the the survey in [10] and [11],
which has so far shown consistency with this prediction, although more data are
needed to be conclusive. e DLA treated in this work is, however, not among
those showing host galaxy emission lines.

2.3 E 

All errors in this work are propagated under the assumption that they are ran-
domly distributed and uncorrelated, so the error of a given operation is propa-
gated as:
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2.3. Error propagation

Figure 2.11: emain results of [12]. Top panel: simulatedmetallicity-luminositymeasure-
ments from a sample of QSO- and GRB-DLA. Middle panel: Simulated luminosity-impact
parameter relation for three random samples of QSO-DLA with different metallicities. Bot-
tom panel: predicted cumulative luminosity distribution of QSO- and GRB-DLA.
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δx =

√(
δu

∂x
∂u

)2

+

(
δv

∂x
∂v

)2

+ · · ·, (2.14)

where

x = f (u, v, · · · )

is a function of the variables u, v, · · · [32].
Error propagation in the X-Shooter pipeline is based on the same assumptions

and described shortly in [16]. Error propagation in vpfit is documented in the
source code, the analysis of which is outside the scope of this project. Apart
from these two steps, the only step for which error propagation is non-trivial is
the calculation of metallicities from the column densities found by vpfit, which
shall be described here.

For a start, let log(Ni) denote the logarithmic column density of an ion in
the i’th velocity component of the line, and xi = δ log(Ni) be the uncertainty of
log(Ni) as given by vpfit. Here, log(u) denotes the logarithm base 10 of u, and
ln(u) shall denote the natural logarithm of u.

e metallicity for the given ion is then found as Z = log(∑i 10
log(Ni)) −

log(NHI), and the error propagation step for step is done as follows.
First, the uncertainty for Ni:

δNi = xi × ln(10)× 10log(Ni) (2.15)

= yi (2.16)

where yi is a convenience renaming of the result of the preceding calculation.
e next step is a simple summation of the column densities with a Pythagorean
summation of the uncertainties:

Nion = ∑
i

Ni (2.17)

and

δNion =
√

∑
i

y2
i = z (2.18)

Next step is taking the log(Nion), and the corresponding propagated uncer-
tainty is:

δ log(Nion) =
1

Nion × ln(10)
× z = σion (2.19)
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Finally, the ion column density is expressed in terms of the HI column density
by a simple subtraction, and hence the last step in the error propagation is yet a
Pythagorean summation:

Zion = log(Nion)− log(NHI) (2.20)

and

δZion =
√

σ2
ion + σ2

HI (2.21)

with σHI denoting the uncertainty on the column density of HI found during the
DLA fiing as described in section 4.1.

is procedure for calculating metallicities and propagating uncertainties is
implemented in the script Metallicities.py, included in appendix B.4; along
with a parallel propagation done by the Python module uncertainties. Reas-
suringly, the two implementations yielded identical results.
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3.1 T XS

e X-Shooter is a single target spectrograph, mounted on the Unit Telescope 2
Kuyen of the Very Large Telescope Array (VLT) in Paranal, Chile. e spectro-
graph is designed to cover a wide spectral range, from the UVB to the K band, at
an intermediate spectral resolution.

e light is split into a near-ultraviolet/blue (UVB), a visible/red (VIS) and a
near-infrared (NIR) arm, each equipped with optimized coatings, detectors etc.
e arms cover the wavelength ranges 300-550 nm in the UVB arm, 550-1000 nm
in the VIS arm and 1000-2500 nm in the NIR arm, at resolutions ranging from 4000
to 14000, depending on slit width and wavelength [1].

For the observations treated in this work, the nominal resolutions are 4000,
6700 and 4300 for slit widths of 1.3′′, 1.2′′ and 1.2′′ for the UVB, VIS and NIR arms,
respectively; although, as we shall see, the true resolution is higher.

In fig. 3.1 is shown a schematic overview of the X-Shooter, found in the so-
ware manual for the X-Shooter data reduction pipeline [1]. Aer entering the
spectrograph, the light is sent through two dichroics, which redirect first the
UVB and then the VIS light to their respective arms, before the remains enter
the cooled-down NIR arm. Both the UVB and VIS arm have correction for at-
mospheric dispersion, and all three arms have piezoelectric mirrors to correct
mechanical deformation of the instrument and setup [8].

Each of the three arms has its own shuer and masks and hence, exposure
times can be controlled individually for each of them.

Each of the arms have a slit and an IFU configuration, of which the former
was used. Each of the arms have a set of different reads-out and binning modes,
an overview of which is given in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: e structure of the X-Shooter spectrograph from [1]. e light is led through
two diroics that sends first the UVB/Blue band light into the UVB arm, then send the
visual/red light into the VIS arm before the rest enters the cooled NIR arm.

3.2 O C

e data for this project are the same as were used in [11], targeting the z = 3.07
quasar SDSS J 091826.16+163609.0 (hereaer Q 0918+1636). is quasar was cho-
sen for X-Shooter spectroscopy because it was known to contain the DLA treated
in this work, located at a redshi zabs = 2.412, but what is treated in [11] is a sec-
ond, even more metal rich DLA system at a redshi of zabs = 2.583, unexpectedly
found in the same spectrum and also fulfilling the sample selection criteria as de-
scribed in sect. 2.2. While the z = 2.583 system also showed emission from a
galaxy counterpart in the spectrum, this is not the case for the system treated in
this work.

e quasar was observed with the X-Shooter on the VLT on February 16th,
2010, on three different position angles in order to maximize the probability of
catching any nearby galaxy counterparts of the DLA systems in the slit. It has
been shown by Fynbo et al. [10] that at this arrangement, slightly more than 90%
of galaxy counterparts will be found within the slit in at least one of the expo-
sures, assuming the model in [12] is correct. erefore, three exposures has been
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3.2. Observation Conditions

P XS 

Arm Mode Binning Read-out

UVB Slit/IFU 1× 1, 1× 2, 2× 2 100k/400k
VIS Slit/IFU 1× 1, 1× 2, 2× 2 100k/400k
NIR Slit/IFU 1× 1 -

Table 3.1: Possible instrument seings for the X-Shooter spectrograph

chosen as the best compromise between chance of finding the galaxy counterpart
and the constraints on observing time imposed by a tight time budget. At each
of the position angles the QSO was exposed for 3600s through a 1.3 slit for the
UVB arm, and a 1.2 slit for the VIS and NIR arms.

3.2.1 R

e spectral resolution R = λ/δλ of any spectrum is - all else equal - ultimately
determined by the extent of the source along the direction of dispersion. is
is most oen simply determined by the width of the slit, since this will in most
cases be the smaller of the two.

Figure 3.2: Sket of how seeing bet-
ter than the slit width can improve
the true spectral resolution. e
box represents the slit, the gray and
white disks represent a point source
at different seeing conditions.

e nominal resolving power determined
by the slit width of the X-Shooter arms is
RUVB = 4000, RVIS = 6700 and RNIR = 4300
for the UVB, VIS andNIR armswith slit widths
of 1.3′′, 1.2′′ and 1.2′′, respectively. However,
the seeing was, at a mere ϕ = 0.67 in all
three exposures, considerably beer than the
slit width would suggest. e true resolution
can be measured directly from the width of
the telluric absorption lines as sketched below,
and was determined to be RVIS = 11900 in the
VIS arm.

e resolution of the NIR and UVB arms
was then found by assuming the same ra-
tio between expected and true resolution for
all three arms. is gave resolutions for the
remaining two arms of RUVB = 6400 and
RNIR = 8800.

e situation is sketched qualitatively in
figure 3.2. e box in the upper le represents the slit geometry, with the axis
of dispersion oriented horizontally. e large gray disc represents the 1σ radius
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of the point spread function, or the seeing disc, of a point source under condi-
tions in which the seeing is wider than the slit width. e smaller, white disk is
the seeing disk of the same object at seeing conditions beer than the slit width.
e images in the lower right shows the refracted image of the slit and object at
three different wavelengths. While the slit images are already overlapping and
blending into each other, the small seeing disks are still fully resolved. e limit
width at which the images of the the large seeing disks are blending is exactly
the width of the slit. In this case, the spectral resolution is determined by the
slit width, which for the VIS arm is 1.2′′. e limit width for the she smaller
seeing disk, however, is given by the radius of the disk itself. Here, the spectral
resolution is determined by the seeing, which in our case was 0.67′′.
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Figure 3.3: plot of high-resolution sky and telluric lines, smoothed to mat the slit and the
seeing, respectively. Skylines and telluric lines for our data are shown for comparison. Only
the width of the lines is accurate, the strength is altered for illustrational purposes.

Figure 3.3 can help illustrate how this can help determine the effective res-
olution from the data themselves. A region is chosen in which can be found a
single sky emission line, a sky continuum and telluric absorption lines. Since the
sky lines are due to glow of the entire sky, their width are determined by the slit
width. e telluric lines, on the other hand, are due to absorption in the source
spectrum, and their spectral resolution is therefore determined by the size of the
seeing disc, if this is smaller than the slit. In the upper panel is ploed the UVES
sky line map [15], a high resolution atlas of sky emission lines at optical wave-
lengths. e resolution of the UVES data is high enough to serve as a point source
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for this purpose. In the middle panel, a spectrum of Q 0918+1636 is ploed, in
which the sky line removal of the X-Shooter sky line removal has been disabled.
With it is shown the UVES data smoothed with a boxcar kernel that gives it a
resolution similar to the sky lines - trial and error gave a best width of 30 pixels.
It is plainly visible that the UVES data convolved with this resolution is a good
description of the actual data seen. Note, especially, how the very strong sky line
at ∼ 7597-7598 Å fits well with this resolution.

In the lower panel is ploed the now sky-cleaned quasar spectrum, along
with the UVES data, this time smoothed with the kernel width that best imitated
the quasar data. Similar to how the 30 pixels kernel corresponded to the width of
the slit, this kernel corresponds to the resolution of the quasar spectrum, which
is the smaller of the slit width and the seeing disc. In the figure above, I estimated
a best smoothing kernel width of 17 pixels’ width. e ratio of these widths then
corresponds to the ratio of seeing disc and slit width, which again equals the ratio
of nominal and true resolution:

17
30

=
ϕ

1.2′′
⇒

0.57× 1.2 = ϕ = 0.68′′

and, for the resolution

30/17× 6700 = 11824,

all in good agreement with the values found in [11].

3.3 E  N
is section describes the steps required to prepare the data for analysis of the ab-
sorption line features relative to the quasar continuum emission. e main steps
are cleaning, reduction and rectification with the X-Shooter pipeline, stacking,
σ-clipping and extraction of the spectra into a one-dimensional (λ)-space, and
normalization by aid of a standard quasar spectra and modeling of various ex-
tinction mechanisms. e result is a spectrum expressed in flux relative to the
quasar emission.

3.3.1 T XS 

Raw science frames from the X-Shooter consist of a number of curved orders
with tilted sky lines, giving a non-trivial relation between wavelength bins and
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CCD pixels. Apart from normal image reduction routines like sky line and bias
subtraction, flat field reduction etc., it is necessary to straighten and merge the
orders.

Soware and calibration files for this are provided in the X-Shooter pipeline.
e pipeline consists of a number of so-called recipes which are callable either by
the graphical tool gasgano or, as was the case in this work, the command-line
tool esorex. An extensive manual for the X-Shooter pipeline exists [1], on which
the following short outline of the reduction process is mainly based.

Figure 3.4: Section of a raw science frtam from the X-shooter. e orders are bent and
overlapping, and since the science object is very faint, the sky lines are strong in comparison.

Before running the pipeline, the data must be classified by data-type (i.e.
BIAS, DARK), arm (i.e. UVB, VIS or NIR) and group (i.e. specific observation
group or calibration template). File names and data types are then listed into a
set-of-files .sof file for each recipe for each arm. e data type of each file is
stored as keywords in the FITS header. Data type sorting is handled automati-
cally in gasgano, but it is also a fairly easily scriptable task, which in this case
was done as a Bash-script calling the ESO tools dfits and fitsort.

For obtaining the spectra for Q 0918+1636, the instrument was run with the
slit configuration, stare mode, and the pipeline ran in the poly mode, in which
the instrument is modeled with polynomial fits. Here is a listing of the recipes
that were used for this project
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xsh_util_physmod Takes as input a table of values for the X-Shooter model con-
figuration and a reference table of known lines and generates a table of
expected positions for these lines.

xsh_mbias Takes as input a number of raw bias frames and, optionally, a frame
mapping bad pixels, and generates a master bias frame. Each of the bias
frames is a readout of the CCD at zero exposure time. Bias frames should
match any images they are subtracted from in binning and readout mode,
so a master bias frame is to be generated for any number of combinations
relevant. In this case, a master bias was made for the combinations of bin-
ning 1× 2; readout mode 100k and binning 1× 1; readout mode 400k. No
bias frame is created for the NIR arm, since the dark current is dominating
there.

xsh_mdark Creates the master dark frames, which are used to correct for the
signal generated by the current within the CCD. e raw DARK images
are taken as an exposure the shuer closed. Dark frame generation is only
done for theNIR arm, since the contribution for the other arms is negligible.

xsh_predict Makes a preliminary prediction of the position of the orders and
overlaps areas. It uses the input guesses th recipe, and at were also fed
to the xsh_util_physmod recipe and the output of the same, and outputs a
model (either a polynomial fit or an enhanced physical model, depending
on the reduction mode) for finding the position in (x, y) coordinates on the
CCD for for the n’th dispersion order of wavelength λ for a point in the
center of the slit. is will serve as the basis for mapping of the entire slit
at order n, wavelength λ at a later stage.

xsh_mflat is recipe creates the master flat frame, which is used to correct for
the varying efficiency of the detector. Five flat field frames, created by ex-
posure to a continuum lamp, are prepared in order to eliminate statistical
outliers. As in standard procedure, master bias and dark frames are cor-
rected for, before applying the flat field correction. For the UVB arm, two
different lamps are used, in order to cover the entire spectral range of the
UVB arm with a continuum.

xsh_2dmap is recipe uses the wavelength maps from earlier, together with a
frame exposed through a multi-pinhole mask, to create a 2-dimensional
mapping of the slit onto the CCD in (x, y) coordinates for the n’th order of
wavelength λ.

xsh_scired_slit_stare is is the only receipt thatworks on the science frame(s).
Aer having prepared all necessary tables, frames and maps, here is where
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the reduction and correction is done tot he science frame. e maser bias
is subtracted (for UVB and VIS arms), the master dark is subtracted for the
NIR arm. e science frame is divided by the master flat field, and the sky
background is estimated and removed if this option is passed. Finally, based
on the 2-dimensional order and wavelength map, the measured fluxes are
remapped from pixel (x, y) space and into a regular grid in (λ, s) space.

For each arm, a script wasmade in the bash scripting language to carry out the
pipeline recipes. An example script, makeitso-VIS.sh, is included in appendix
B.1. e script assumes that the .sof files already exist (their file names are hard-
coded into the script), but to change this is fairly easy, as would a .sof creating
addition.

e script is called by a number of switches, each of which calls one recipe
of the pipeline, and an argument telling on which science frame(s), including the
telluric standard star frame, to operate. a few convenience aliases makes it pos-
sible to easily run all preparation steps only, the science step only, and whether
to turn on or off sky subtraction (since both options were needed at some point).
e recipes were called with a set of switches and parameters for fine-tuning
the processes, found in a chain file provided by Johan Fynbo; these switches and
options are shown in the source code of the script, included in appendix B.1.

3.3.2 W 

Aer pipeline reduction, there is a slight wavelength offset between the UVB and
VIS arms. is is corrected by creating a version of the reduced science frames
from the armes involved with no sky background removed. ese spectra are
then compared with the high-precision data from the UVES Sky Atlas [15], and
if they show any discrepancy from this, value of the reference pixel keyword
CRVAL1 in the FITS header of the relevant spectra is changed to match the UVES
data.

As was visible in figure 3.3, the raw UVES data do not resemble the data at
hand very much, due to the different resolutions of the spectra. To emulate the
significantly lower resolution of the X-Shooter, the UVES data are convoluted
with a boxcar kernel with the same width as the slit image would have on the
CCD of UVES. alitatively speaking, the choice of a boxcar kernel with this
width can be explained as what the image of the sky emission on the CCD would
look like in the λ direction; a uniform brightness the width of the slit, abruptly
cut off at the sides. To model the resolution of the QSO image, a Gaussian kernel
would be more accurate, as the PSF of the quasar is a Gaussian, not a boxcar
function. e difference is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Section of VIS arm of Q 0918+1636, with the UVES Sky Atlas in its raw form
and smoothed with a boxcar kernel and a Gaussian kernel for comparison.

3.3.3 S & E

e X-Shooter pipeline outputs a 2D spectrum for each of the input files and
can, if fed more than one science frame, also do a stacking of the science frames.
However, the stacking method of the pipeline is taking a pixel-wise median from
the three images. is method ensures a very nice and “clean” image, since any
pixel is extremely unlikely to have random noise in more than one of the frames;
but it does discard information, resulting in a poorer signal-to-noise ratio than
necessary. e S/N ratio of a pixel grows as the square root of the counts in
said pixel, so stacking all (good) pixels, utilizing every photon possible, makes
for beer certainties. A simple per-pixel average would on the other hand not
be desirable either, since cosmics are weighed equally along with good quality
pixels.

Instead was used the so called sigma clipping method, in which any pixel
deviating more than 3σ from the per-pixel median is discarded, and the per-pixel
average is taken of the rest. If (x, λ) denotes the coordinates of a pixel in the
directions perpendicular and parallel to dispersion, respectively, then Ixλ and
σxλ are the measured flux and standard error in the x, λ’th pixel. e approach
will then be as follows:

1. Construct the median image by finding the per-pixel median of the three
frames.

2. In each of the original images, find all pixels that deviates from the corre-
sponding median pixel by more than 3σ.
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3. For these pixel coordinates, the per-pixel average of the two remaining
images are calculated and saved, as is the per-pixel average of the variance
v = σ2

xλ.

4. For pixel indexes (x, λ) where no values are rejected, an average of pixel
value and variance of all three images is calculated and saved.
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Figure 3.6: Steps in the staing process. Le, a section of the three 2D spectra of the X-
Shooter pipeline output. Right, the same region staed with different approaes. Units on
all axes are pixels, the shown section is from the UVB arm.

e variance is used due to the simple law of error propagation saying that,
assuming the errors are random and independent, errors can be added in quadra-
ture, so δ(a+ b) =

√
δa2 + δb2. e square root is not taken yet, as the variances

will be needed during extraction as well. e result is shown in figure 3.6, where
on the le side is shown a small section of the UVB spectrum. On the right side is
shown the simple average and median images, as well as the result of the sigma
clipping. As is seen, the simple average shows the most cosmics and artifacts,
but it has a good S/N ratio. e median image is cleaner and smoother, but it has
a significantly poorer S/N ratio. Finally, as a compromise between these two, the
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sigma clipped spectrum that mostly has an S/N ratio as the simple average, but
where the poorest values are discarded at the cost of a slightly degraded S/N.

E

e 2D spectrum resulting from the stacking is a sum of contributions from the
object, which is only found in the central rows, and the sky background which
is present in all rows of the image. In order to get as lile sky background con-
tamination as possible, the image is weighted by the strength in the QSO signal,
so that regions with no object flux are completely masked out, while the image
rows are weighted by their average flux, so rows that are weak in QSO emis-
sion and hence have a relatively large contribution from the sky background are
given less weight, while central rows with a relatively smaller contribution from
the sky background are given stronger weight.

In the following, columns are along the spatial axis, and rows are along the
wavelength axis of the image. A weighting profile column is created by taking
a row-wise flux average over 4000 columns, which is then normalized through
division by the integral over the profile. Every column in the 2D spectrum is then
multiplied by the profile column. To preserve S/N ratio, the variance - carried
over from the stacking - is multiplied by the square of the weighting profile

Next, the rows of the spectrum and variance frames are summed in the spatial
direction, leaving a row of bins for signal and for variance. Finally, the square
root of the variance is taken to find the bin-wise σ.

e extraction steps are shown in figure 3.7, showing a section of the UVB
arm including the two DLA lines and the Lyβ emission line of the quasar. e
stacked spectrum is shown in the upper panel. In the middle panel is shown the
spectrum aer being masked and weighted, and in the lower panel a plot of the
extracted 1D spectrum with errors.

3.3.4 C 

Since the science in the work present is based entirely on relative fluxes, the frac-
tion of QSO light absorbed by the DLA system, there is no need to perform flux
calibration on the data. Instead, the data need to be normalized, so that all fluxes
are expressed in terms of the (interpolated) QSO continuum flux. is opera-
tion programmed in a Python program, the source code of which is included in
appendix B.2.

In some places, it is not difficult to estimate the continuum level of the QSO
emission, but in certain areas it is quite a bit harder. at is, for instance, the
case around the DLA lines, as is seen from figure 3.7. What the continuum levels
would have been with no intervening DLA systems is not obvious; and here,
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Figure 3.7: Extraction of 1D spectrum. e upper panel is the “raw” image from the staing
process, the second is the weighted image, and the boom panel shows the extracted 1D
spectrum with errors.

maybe more than anywhere else, a good continuum estimate is crucial. If only
there were a way to figure out, what the original quasar, sans intervening clouds,
should look like…

C  

asar spectra, with their high temperature continuum emission and their strong,
broad emission lines, are fairly “standardized”; and in the work [33], Telfer et al.
have utilized this to create a composite “standard QSO” spectrum out of 332 ex-
posures of 184 QSOs from the Hubble Space Telescope, which has already been
shown in figure 1.1. e probability for any two spectra to contain absorption
features from intervening clouds at the same redshis is very small and will be
strongly outweighed by the emission of the other spectra. It is, however, clear
from the plot that the noise gets stronger towards the blue end, as an increasing
fraction of the averaged spectra will show a Lyman α Forest.

As mentioned in section 1.3, quasar spectra are composed of a continuum
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contribution and a number of strong emission lines. One of the findings of [33]
is that while the strength and width of the strong lines can vary quite a bit, the
continuum mostly lies fairly close to a power law fν ∝ να and, as we shall see,
the composite spectrum also matches the one of Q 0918+1636 well aer extinction
correction.

Since the composition technique of [33] will tend to cancel out any peculiari-
ties of the individual spectra, the final result is a “standard quasar” as its spectrum
would look right at emission. To have it look comparable to Q 0918+1636, it is
necessary to take a few steps to model the transformation of the quasar spectrum
as it travels through the Cosmos.

First off, the z = 2.58 DLA system is rich on dust and metals, and to correct
for the extinction caused by this, it was found that the parametrization of Pei
et al. [28] for a dwarf galaxy with a composition resembling that of the Small
Magellanic Cloud, best modeled the effect.

Second, it is necessary to correct for dust- and gas-extinction withing the
Milky Way Galaxy. For this, the polynomial fits of Cardelli et al. [6] with up-
dated coefficients for the Near-UV by O’Donnell et al. [27] as found in the IDL
program CCM_UNRED.PROwas used in a Python implementation wrien as part of
the project.

Finally, modeling of the effects of atmospheric extinction extinction and in-
strument response was done and applied “backwards” to mimic the effects on
the composite data rather than perform a flux calibration on the spectrum of Q
0918+1636.

e modeling of these effects is shown in details in appendix A.
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Figure 3.8: UVB arm of the Q 0918+1636 shown along with the composite spectrum of [33] in
its raw form and aer modelling of SMC-like extinction, Galactic reddening and instrument
response.
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e result of these steps is shown in figure 3.8, in which is ploed the spec-
trum of Q 0918+1636, along with the raw composite spectrum, and the composite
spectrum aer imitated SMC-like, Galactic and atmospheric extinction as well as
instrument response. As can be seen, the composite data and the combination of
models mimics the actual QSO data well, and it is now going to be an aid for the
next step: estimating the continuum of Q 0918+1636.

3.3.5 N

e composite spectrum makes for a prey good model of what is a likely QSO
continuum. is is now drawn in an interactive graphics window, as shown in
figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Screenshot of the normalizeVIS.py python script in action, here working on the
VIS arm. Darker labels are wavelengths of transitions for the low-redshi system, lighter
labels are for the high-redshi system.

By clicking on a number of points, the estimated continuum is now drawn in
the window. e program automatically sorts the coordinates by x-value, allow-
ing the user to add extra points in between already drawn points. A right-click
removes the last set of coordinates on the list, and a scrolling upward and down-
ward on the scroll wheel moves to the next and former section of the spectrum,
respectively.

As an aid to tell whether a feature is a part of the science object or due to
background subtraction, pipeline artifacts etc., the two-dimensional spectrum
image is shown above the drawing window, along with markers showing the
wavelengths of some important metal absorption lines. e Python matplotlib
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libraries allow for panning and zooming the data, but due to a limitation in the
imshow() routine that plots the 2D spectrum, this will only follow the wave-
lengths of the drawing window if changed by scroll wheel.

When done drawing, the user can close the drawing window with a middle
click or by simply closing it in the window manager, and a continuum function
is then created by interpolating the selected points with a cubic spline function.
e QSO spectrum is then divided by the interpolated continuum function, as is
the error spectrum.
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Figure 3.10: Normalization. Upper panel: QSO data shown along with the composite
QSO data, the selected points and a cubic spline interpolation. Lower panel: e resulting
normalized spectrum, the continuum now having the value 1 everywhere.

Estimating the right continuum is fairly easy in e.g. the region shown in fig-
ure 3.9, but less so in other regions, for instance in the Lyα forest and around the
DLA lines, as can be seen in figure 3.10. Especially the fact that the DLA lines
are blended with the quasar Lyβ emission line meant that estimating the contin-
uum in this area was non-trivial, and an insufficient estimate means it will not
be possible to fit the DLA line to a Voigt profile as described in the next section.
A couple of iterations were necessary, in which a continuum was estimated, and
a Voigt profile fit then aempted. To aid the correction and adjustment of the
continuum estimate, the file with the last chosen continuum point coordinates
are shown in the drawing window as yellow, filled circles, which can then serve
as a scaffolding for a new estimate, as it allows the user to pick the same points
in areas that turn out to be fine, and help fine tuning in areas in need of this.
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In figure 3.10 is shown a segment of the Q 0918+1636 spectrum before nor-
malization, along with the composite QSO data, the points that were picked in
the draw window and the interpolated continuum estimate. Around 4200 Å, the
estimated continuum is seen to be a bit above both the Q 0918+1636 and the com-
posite spectrum. is is the estimated Lyman β emission of the QSO without
blending from the DLA systems. e Lyman α emission line of science spec-
trum is, as evident from figure 3.8, stronger and narrower than in the composite
spectrum, which fits well with the estimate in figure 3.10. In the lower panel is
shown the resulting normalized spectrum of Q 0918+1636, the continuum now
being rescaled to the value 1 everywhere. is segment clearly illustrates the
utility of the composite quasar spectrum and the difficulty of precise continuum
estimation without this modeled continuum - and even with it.

3.3.6 T 

Like sky emission, the atmosphere also leaves absorption lines in the spectrum.
Even though none of the data used in the end were affected by this, the process
is described here for completeness. In order to correct for telluric absorption
lines, a spectrum is taken of a so called telluric standard star, a hot star with
few spectral absorption/emission features of its own and a high S/N ratio. is
spectrum is reduced with the X-Shooter pipeline along with the science frames,
and the spectrum is then extracted in the same fashion as the science spectrum.

e spectrum is then normalized like the science data, except the relative in-
tensity of the telluric standard spectrum is set to 1 everywhere but in the areas
of telluric absorption, as shown in figure 3.11. If taken under the same observ-
ing conditions as the science data, it should now be possible to correct for these
lines by simply dividing the reduced and normalized science spectrum by the re-
duced and normalized telluric standard spectrum. However, the telluric standard
frame for these observations was several days old, resulting in different weights
of different line compounds. is could be manually corrected for by means of
spliing the telluric spectrum up into regions which were then multiplied by a
corrective factor before dividing the science data.

e UVB arm is unaffected by telluric absorption. Only a few regions in
the VIS are are affected, while telluric absorption is a strong effect in the NIR
arm. However, the NIR data have not been fied and normalized in this work, so
only the VIS arm was corrected for telluric data; and it was later found that only
one line was affected, which was aer the correction found to blend with other,
unidentified absorption features and hence not suitable for inclusion in the fits.
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Figure 3.11: Normalization and cleaning of telluric standard spectrum. e relative inten-
sity is set to 1 everywhere but in areas of known telluric absorption.
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A  

4.1 DLA  

Since the DLA absorption features are riddled with Lyman α forest absorption
lines, they cannot easily be modeled by a rigorous χ2-fit. Instead, we must fit
them by eyeballing - that is, drawing a Voigt profile along with the data from
some reasonably guessed values of the parameters N and z - the DLA lines are
strongly saturated and thus the equivalent width and the shape does not depend
significantly on b, as explained in section 2.1.3. e process is iterative in two
senses; the values of N and z are continually adjusted to give an optimal fit, but
at the same time, this fiing also serves as a quality control of the continuum esti-
mate, since it is not possible to make a satisfactory fit if the continuum estimation
is not done correctly.

Error estimation is likewise done by hand, by choosing a value of δ log N,
ploing the Voigt Profile with a column density value corresponding to log N ±
δ log N, and varying δ log N to the lowest value at which the column density is
clearly too high or too low. is is obviously a somewhat subjective method and
could be seen as unsatisfactory; but the value of the column density is to be used
to find a metallicity of the system, the uncertainty of which is clearly dominated
by those of the Voigt profile fits of the metal lines, which are carried out as proper
χ2 fits, as explained below. It is probably possible to find a more rigorous way
of estimating the errors for the HI column density, but it will most likely not be
worth the effort.

For drawing the Voigt profile is done an implementation of the approximation
by orsten Tepper García [34], an approximation that has an accuracy of 10−4

for the entire range of column densities and damping parameters characteristic
for all Lyman transitions in HI absorption systems, including Damped Lyman α
Absorber systems along with Lyman Limit systems and Lyα forest clouds.
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Q 0928+1636

System Redshi z Col. dens. log(N[cm−2])

DLA 1 2.4124 21.26± 0.06
DLA 2 2.5832 20.96± 0.05

Table 4.1: Best fit values of redshi and HI column density for the two DLA systems i the
spectrum of Q 0918+1636. e values for DLA 2 are from [11].

e best fit reached is shown in figure 4.1, drawn as the bold red line. e
doed red lines are the line profiles of the column densities corresponding to
log N ± δ log N. e blue line is a tentative fit of the other DLA system, treated
in [11], included to indicate their relative location.
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Figure 4.1: e z = 2.412DLA absorption feature fied to a Voigt profile, shown as the bold
red curve. Best fit values are z = 2.4124 and log N = 21.2624. In this strongly saturated
regime, N does not depend on b. e blue line is a tentative fit of the DLA treated in [11].

e best fit values of redshi and HI column density of the two DLA systems
in the spectrum of Q 0928+1636 are given in table 4.1, with the values for the
highest redshi system taken from [11].

4.2 R  
Lower limits for the metal column densities and an inferred metallicity are found
as described in section 2.1 by finding the equivalent width w as the width of a
rectangle of height h = 1 and the area of the integral

∫ λ2
λ1

1 − f (λ)dλ, with
λ1 and λ2 being the start and end wavelengths of the line feature. e column
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density is then found by assuming the line to be within the optically thin regime
and using equation 2.13.

e metallicity is found as log(Nion
NHI

), and then expressed in terms of the So-
lar metallicity for the given ion, the values of which are found in [2], in which
an extensive table is given for the abundances of a number of metals. e ar-
eas are shown in figure 4.2, and the inferred values of the equivalent width and
metallicity are shown in table 4.2.

e comparison to solar metallicity levels rests on the assumption that the
majority of a given metal is in the low-ionized phase; an assumption that might
not be entirely correct. However, both the assumption of being in the optically
thin limit and of the ions to be constituting the entire abundance of the metal will
both lead to underestimating the metallicity, stressing that the limits are indeed
both robust and lower. Likewise, no error estimates are given for these limits,
since the uncertainties are likely dominated by the validity of these assumptions.
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Figure 4.2: Robust lower limits of the column density and inferred metallicity for the lines
SiII 1808, ZnII 2026 and FeII 2050. Note how the line of FeII, whi stis to dust grains easily,
shows significantly lower metallicity than SiII and ZnII whi are mu less prone to adhere
to dust.
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R  

Ion (transition) wobs[Å] wem[Å] log Nion log NHI Zlim [Z�]

SiII (1808 Å) 1.96 0.57 15.98 21.26 0.20
ZnII (2026 Å) 0.94 0.28 13.18 0.29
FeII (2250 Å) 0.98 0.29 15.46 0.08

Table 4.2: Robust lower limits for equivalent widths and inferred metallicity for the ion
transitions SiII 1808, ZnII 2026 and FeII 2250. Values of N are given in units of cm−2

4.3 L  

A number of selected lines are fied to a line profile as described in section 2.1;
with tied b parameters reflecting the assumption that ions of low ionization (0-1
missing electron) all belong to a common phase, and ions of higher ionization
belonging to a second, highly-ionized phase. Originally, purely turbulent motion
was assumed, yielding a simple tying of the Doppler parameters to a single value
for each component, but also a fit of thermal broadeningwas tested, which turned
out to yield considerably beer χ2 values as described below.

e lines to be fied were selected were for being good tracers of metallicity
(especially SiII and MnII), for being optically thin to minimize the risk of hidden
saturation while still having a well-defined component structure. e structure
of the absorption line feature is quite complex, at a first glance consisting of at
least 3-4 components. ese components are interpreted as physical subsystems
with each a peculiar velocity within the main system, adding to the cosmological
redshi (and possibly Doppler redshi due to comoving velocity) a Doppler red-
shi which shis them slightly from the redshi of the entire system as measured
from the DLA line.

e main part of this work has assumed a five or six component system; the
final choice of the number of lines is discussed below.

4.3.1 

e fits were done using the soware package vpfit [7], a powerful soware
package specialized in fiing Voigt profiles in astronomical absorption line sys-
tems. It is free soware and released under the GNU General Public License v3.
e soware package contains a number of fiing functions wrien in FORTRAN,
and uses the PLPLOT library for data visualization. It has a large number of fea-
tures and optional seings, of which only the ones used for this work shall be
treated here, a full documentation can be found in the manual [7]. As input,
vpfit takes an initial guess of the line profile characteristics; the most impor-
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tant ones being the data set and wavelength intervals to include in the fiing,
first-guess values of z, b and N for each of the line components and, optionally,
which parameters are to be considered fixed at a certain value or tied together
with other parameters. It features a terminal-based interface which can either
interactively take graphic input from the plot window, or it can be fed at setup
text file which can be manually edited or, as seen below, edited by third-party
soware.

Figure 4.3: e interactive vpfit interface in action; prompting the user to cli on the
“half width at half (optical) depth”. A allenge to the imagination and spatial intelligence.

vpfit allows the option to fix any of the line parameters to a certain value, as
well as tying them together for different lines and line components. When tying
the Doppler parameter, an option can be set to control whether they should be
fied assuming thermal or turbulent motion, or a combination hereof[7].

4.3.2 

While vpfit provides excellent fiing capability and a wide range of features,
the built-in user interface for providing the initial guesses is rather crude and can
be frustrating to work with. Providing the guesses consists of a long sentence of
mouse clicks and keyboard presses, of which none can be undone, so that just one
wrong key press or mouse click can render the preceding series of input actions
invalid. Furthermore, the graphical user interface of vpfit provides lile by the
means of aid to visualize the guesses made. It is not possible to see, how two
line guesses blend together in order to check how well they fit the actual data,
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and it is only possible to view the different lines one by one. is poses quite a
challenge if a line profile contains more than 2-3 blending components, as it is
quite difficult, unless one is very experienced, to “eyeball” a deconvolution of the
line components. At the same time, with an increasing number of components
comes an increasing sensitivity to the quality of the initial guesses.

A very helpful piece of soware in this regard is vpguess which, as the name
suggests, helps providing the initial guesses for line profile fiing. e soware
can be used as a stand-alone program but is designed to be used as an enhance-
ment and front-end to vpfit. A screenshot of vpguess in action can be seen in
figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: e soware paage vpguess in action. Here working on the FeII lines of rest
frame wavelengths 2250 Å and 2261 Å.

e vpguess soware allows the user to add a number of line components,
provides an interactive window to adjust z, b and N, and allows the user to fix,
tie and untie the values of these parameters between selected lines, in which
case the values of said parameter are locked and shown in red in the line editing
window for all but the selected reference line. All this can be done while viewing
the resulting model on the screen along with the data, as shown on the figure.
It also provides an option to show residuals and error spectrum on the plot if
so wanted. One very neat feature of vpguess is the option to show an arbitrary
number of data/model segments on the screen, helping to see if an adjustment to
the input model is an improvement in other lines than the one currently worked
on. When a satisfactory result has been reached, vpguess can either output the
guessed model in a vpfit readable format, or feed it directly to vpfit, which then
does the rigorous χ2 fit of the model. e fied parameters are then read back
into into the vpguesswindow, where the model is generated using a Voigt profile
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approximation with slightly beer accuracy than the one provided by vpfit.
For this work, the initial guesses are results of a combination of vpguess and

manual editing, and the output model is generated by vpguess based on the pa-
rameters fied by vpfit.

4.3.3 V 

Figuring out how many line components are constituting the line profile is, for a
large part, a maer of trial-and-error, and some assumptions have had to bemade,
partly based on physical conjecture, partly based on the system’s morphology in
velocity space. It seems, therefore, that a short note on the process is in order
here.

When looking at any one of the absorption profiles in e.g. figure 4.3, it is
clear that it consists of a number of components with various degree of blending,
depending on their differences in redshis and their Doppler parameters. Each
different redshis is interpreted as a peculiar velocity of a physical subsystem
within the enveloping HI cloud. For low- or high-ionized elements, respectively,
we are assuming that they all belong to one, common phase; a fundamental as-
sumption for the curve-of-growth-method that is the very basis for determining
metallicities.

While there is no reason per se that the high- and low-ionized phases should
be found in the same subsystems, the morphology of the lines does suggest that
they do, which was assumed throughout the guessing and fiing process. Al-
though the phases were assumed to constitute the same subsystems, they were
still allowed to have different redshis. Based on knowledge of interstellarmedium
in the Galaxy, there could be several reasons that phases of high and low ioniza-
tion, though parts of the same system, would have differing peculiar velocities
and hence different redshis; e.g. in regions of star formation where a highly
ionized medium could be part of a shock front propagating outwards from the
center of star formation. Hence, the two phases were given similar but not iden-
tical values of redshi in the initial guess model, and their redshis were tied
within the phases but not between them; as was also the case with the Doppler
parameters.

Selecting the number of components for vpfit input is a maer of finding
the lowest possible number of line components that can constitute a satisfying
model for all line components. Aer having tried with four and five, components,
I eventually seled on six, as that sixth line gave a significant improvement in
both visual resemblance and fit χ2.

Column densities were kept as a free parameter everywhere, as the abundance
of any ion in one subsystem is assumed to have no influence of the abundance of
said ion in any other subsystem.
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4.3.4 S  

e metallicities found below are, unless otherwise stated, based on the assump-
tion that practically the entire abundance of a metal has the given ionization. For
hydrogen, however, it is an important assumption that practically all is neutral
(see e.g. Howk et al. [17] for a further dicussion of ionization in DLA systems).

is is based on the difference in ionization energies of the various elements.
If an elements has an ionization energy lower than that of HI, it can be easily
ionized if any photons at right energies are around, which will be the case in
young, star-forming galaxies. If, however, the ionization energy of an ion is sim-
ilar to or larger than that of HI, the vastly more abundant HI atoms will have a
much larger probability of absorbing the photon and becoming ionized. Further
ionization of the metal will cease, and it has become Hydrogen shielded. e
abundance of neutral hydrogen, however, is so large that the number of ionizing
photons will not change the ionization ratio significantly, as they could for the
much less abundant metals. Ionization energies for the elements can be found in
various catalogs. As an example, the ionization energy of SiI is EI ≈ 8.15 eV,
while the ionization energy of SiII is EI I ≈ 16.35 eV. Since the ionization energy
of hydrogen is EHI ≈ 13.6 eV, it does leave unaffected a large part of the photons
capable of ionizing SiI, while any photons capable of ionizing SiII will most likely
have been absorbed by a hydrogen atom before meeting a SiII atom; and further
ionization does not happen. Similar numbers can be found for the other metals,
except MgI which, as seen below, has a very low abundance, because most of the
Mg probably is in a state of higher ionization. However, Mg was not within the
scope of this project, and the MgI lines were included only because the weak but
significant MgI 2026 line blends with the ZnII 2026 line. e significantly stronger
MgI 2853 line was then added to improve the fit.

4.3.5 T 

Originally, the physical working assumption of this project has been that all in-
ternal motion in the subsystems would be purely turbulent.

e values of z and b given as input to vpfit are shown in table 4.3 along
with their respective results with uncertainties. Since the parameters are tied,
values are given for the reference ion only. For the highly ionized components,
vpfit has consistently dropped one component, meaning that it was too faint to
be fied with a satisfactory uncertainty. is was also the case when assuming
thermal internal motion, so it seems that at least one of the components has a
very low degree of ionization.

What seems a bit more disconcerting is that vpfit has also dropped the tying
of redshis for one of the lines for the low ionizations, the one marked with a
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(∗). Physically, this is a quite dubious assumption, as it means that each ion in
this specific component should have slightly different peculiar velocities, which
seems unphysical. However, the values found do not seem to be in disagreement
with what was found when assuming that the internal motion is instead ther-
mal, see section 4.3.6. e values of z for the different ions in the offending line
component are shown in table 4.4.

I    ,  

Reference Ion Guess value Best fit
z b [km/s] z b[km/s]

SiII 2.410245 22.84 2.410328 ± 0.000007 38 ±1
2.412974 30.92 2.41289 ± 0.00008 37 ±11
2.413992 26.03 2.41404 ± 0.00003 28 ±3
2.413415 46.76 2.4134 ± 0.0002 45 ±28

(∗) 2.412377 28.81 2.41231 ± 0.00004 22 ±6
2.411792 10.72 2.41179 ± 0.00003 20 ±3

C IV 2.410436 51.06 2.41039 ± 0.00002 33 ±3
2.414308 15.60 2.4142 ± 0.0001 21 ±10
2.412786 19.26
2.411939 46.78 2.409 ± 0.002 274 ±176
2.413445 37.41 2.4130 ± 0.0001 84 ±8
2.411825 5.27 2.4110 ± 0.0003 88 ±22

Table 4.3: Initial guesses and best fit values for z and b under assumption of purely turbulent
motion. vpfit has dropped the tying of redshi for one of the components, the values found
are shown in table 4.4. For high ionizations, vpfit has dropped a line, whi is done if it is
too weak and/or has too low Doppler parameter, or no satisfactory fit can be made for this
line component.

V  z    (*)    :

Ion SiII MnII ZnII FeII CrII MgI

z 2.412377 2.412691 2.412344 2.412370 2.412211 2.412403

Table 4.4: e values of redshi found by vpfit under assumption of turbulent internal
motion for the line (*) in table 4.3.

In table 4.5 is shown in the same fashion the initial guess values of N along
with the vpfit results, this time for all ions and all redshis, since none of these
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I      log N,  

Ion log N, input log N, result Ion log N, input log N, result

SiII 15.352 15.40± 0.05 CrII 13.0228 12.8± 0.1
15.4879 15.4± 0.5 13.2545 13.2± 0.3
15.2918 15.2± 0.2 12.9783 13.0± 0.1
15.0876 15.3± 0.7 13.0485 12.9± 0.8

(∗) 15.1624 14.9± 0.2 (∗) 12.6381 12.6± 0.2
14.8564 15.0± 0.1 11.9628 12.3± 0.4

MnII 12.765 12.79± 0.05 MgI 12.5359 12.60± 0.05
12.8642 12.6± 0.6 12.1545 12.4± 0.6
12.5153 12.5± 0.2 11.8787 11.5± 1.0
12.244 12.6± 0.7 12.3155 12.4± 0.6

(∗) 12.1161 12.5± 0.2 (∗) 12.3643 12.1± 0.1
11.6618 11.9± 0.2 12.1519 12.34± 0.07

ZnII 12.7247 12.77± 0.05 C IV 15.0244 15.53± 0.08
12.5038 12.5± 0.5 16.0244 12.0± 1.1
12.3264 11.9± 0.4 17.0244
12.329 12.4± 0.7 18.0244 13.7± 0.3

(∗) 12.2567 12.0± 0.3 19.0244 13.4± 0.2
11.9628 12.3± 0.1 20.0244 13.9± 0.3

FeII 14.6921 14.70± 0.05 AlIII 21.0244 13.75± 0.05
14.8819 14.9± 0.5 22.0244 12.3± 0.2
14.6432 14.7± 0.2 23.0244
14.8348 14.8± 0.7 24.0244 12.5± 0.4

(∗) 14.7374 14.6± 0.1 25.0244 13.22± 0.08
14.1305 14.29± 0.08 26.0244 12.8± 0.3

Table 4.5: Initial guess and vpfit results for column densities assuming purely turbulent
motion. e values of N are given in units of cm−2
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4.3. Line profile fiing

M,  

Ion log N ZDLA Z� Z − Z�

SiII 16.0± 0.2 −5.1± 0.2 -4.5 -0.6
MnII 13.3± 0.2 −7.8± 0.2 -6.6 -1.3
ZnII 13.2± 0.1 −8.0± 0.2 -7.4 -0.6
FeII 15.5± 0.2 −5.7± 0.2 -4.5 -1.2
CrII 13.7± 0.2 −7.5± 0.2 -6.4 -1.2
MgI 13.1± 0.2 −8.1± 0.2 -4.4 -3.7
C IV 15.55± 0.08 −5.6± 0.1 -3.6 -2.0
AlIII 13.92± 0.04 −7.2± 0.07 -5.6 -1.69

Table 4.6: Metallicities, purely turbulent motion. e values of N are given in units of
cm−2.

values are tied. Again, the component with the untied redshis is marked with
(∗).

e modeled spectrum with the fied parameter values is shown in figure
4.5. e figure is showing the 11 data regions with the modeled spectrum in red
superimposed on the data in black. e line center of each component is shown as
a vertical tick above the graph, and between line centers and the spectrum+model
is shown the residuals in terms of uncertainties, shown on top of a black dashed
line showing the zero level of residuals and full black lines for ±1σ. e error
spectrum, which has been multiplied by 2 in the figure to visually enhance its
shape, is shown as shaded gray at the spectrum axes.

M

By adding the column densities of an ion for each of the Doppler components, an
overall column density is found for this ion which can then be compared to the
total column density of HI in the system to determine its metallicity. is is done
in the script Metallicities.py, which is included in the appendices. is script
reads the output of vpfit,sees how many components are present, adds them up
for each ion and intelligently finds the solar abundance for the relevant ions and
subtract their solar metallicity from the measured one.

e results of these calculations, assuming purely turbulentmotion, are shown
in table 4.6.

e metallicities found are compared to Solar levels as found by Asplund et
al. [2] and wrien in terms of these. Uncertainties of Z� are ignored, as these
values merely serve as a frame of reference and their uncertainties provide no
information about the qualities of the present work. e highest metallicities
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Figure 4.5: Fied model of Q 0918+1636 under the assumption of turbulent internal motion.
Data are shown in bla, and the model shown in red. Uncertainties, doubled for illustrative
purposes, are shown as shaded gray. e blue line above the model shows the residuals in
terms of the errors, with the gray area denoting ±1σ. Due to rebinning in the X-Shooter
pipeline, the uncertainties are likely overestimated by a factor of ∼

√
2.
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4.3. Line profile fiing

    ,  

Reference ion Guess value Best fit
z b [km/s] z b [km/s]

SiII 2.410361 25.38 2.410328± 0.000007 38± 1
2.412991 33.83 2.41289± 0.00008 37± 11
2.413992 26.03 2.41404± 0.00003 28± 3
2.413415 35.97 2.4134± 0.0002 45± 28
2.412277 36.25 2.41231± 0.00004 22± 6
2.411825 12.54 2.41179± 0.00003 20± 3

C IV 2.410436 51.06 2.410380± 0.000009 47± 1
2.414308 15.60 2.4141± 0.0001 52± 14
2.412786 19.26 2.4124± 0.0001 69± 21
2.411939 46.78 2.4110± 0.0002 71± 20
2.413445 37.41 2.41324± 0.00007 55± 19
2.411825 5.27

Table 4.7: Initial guesses and best fit values for redshi and Doppler parameter when as-
suming thermal internal motion.

are found for SiII and ZnII, which are largely indifferent to the presence of dust.
Other ions, like e.g. FeII and MnII, are more prone to adhere to dust grains and
will thus be depleted in the presence of dust [25].

4.3.6 T 

In table 4.7 is shown, similar to table 4.3, the initial guess values of and best fit
results for b and z, this time when assuming internal motion is thermal. e
corresponding column densities are found in table 4.8.

In figure 4.6 is shown the modeled spectrum when allowing for a thermal
part of the Doppler broadening. ough not visibly much of an improvement,
this meant significantly lower errors in the fit.

When comparing the fits for the two possibilities, it is seen that there is a few
line components that are quite persistent regardless of assumption of turbulent
or thermal motion, while others vary quite a bit more. is could suggest that
there are in fact even more subsystems present than the six already fied. For
instance, vpfit quite consistently fits the deep component with the lowest red-
shi as consisting of two subcomponents for the high ionizations, while sticking
with the input guess of one component in the low ionization lines. However,
when looking at this component in the low ionization case, the is quite consis-
tently either a bit too shallow and wide, a bit too deep and narrow, or simply too
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Chapter 4. Analysis and results

I       N,   

Ion log N, input log N, result Ion log N input log N, result

SiII 15.3978 15.43± 0.03 CrII 13.0228 12.79± 0.10
15.5739 15.5± 0.3 13.2545 13.2± 0.2
15.2918 15.3± 0.1 12.9783 13.03± 0.08
15.0084 15.3± 0.5 13.0485 12.9± 0.4
15.1134 14.9± 0.2 12.6381 12.6± 0.2
14.7757 14.90± 0.09 11.9628 12.3± 0.2

MnII 12.765 12.78± 0.03 MgI 12.5853 12.63± 0.02
12.8642 12.8± 0.2 12.4422 12.4± 0.4
12.5153 12.56± 0.08 11.8831 11.5± 1.1
12.244 12.5± 0.4 12.3021 12.5± 0.4

12.1161 11.8± 0.4 12.4685 12.1± 0.2
11.6618 11.6± 0.3 11.9628 12.23± 0.06

ZnII 12.6593 12.74± 0.03 C IV 15.0244 14.97± 0.02
12.5038 12.4± 0.2 12.7881 12.9± 0.3
12.3264 12.0± 0.2 13.0412 13.4± 0.3
12.329 12.4± 0.3 13.4598 13.8± 0.2

12.2567 12.1± 0.1 13.2601 13.2± 0.4
11.9628 12.13± 0.10 11.9628

FeII 14.6921 14.74± 0.02 AlIII 13.8688 13.75± 0.02
14.9229 14.9± 0.2 12.626 12.6± 0.1
14.7559 14.78± 0.08 12.8543 12.9± 0.1
14.7552 14.8± 0.3 12.8882 12.8± 0.2
14.6071 14.61± 0.10 12.7666 12.9± 0.2
14.3159 14.21± 0.07 11.9628

Table 4.8: Initial guesses and vpfit results when assuming thermal internal motion. Values
of N are given in units of cm−2
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Figure 4.6: Fiedmodel of the absorption features also seen in figure 4.5, this time assuming
thermal internal motion. See figure 4.5 for explanation.
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M,  

Ion log N ZDLA Z� Z − Z�

SiII 16.1± 0.1 −5.1± 0.1 -4.49 -0.62
MnII 13.30± 0.09 −7.9± 0.1 -6.57 -1.29
ZnII 13.15± 0.07 −8.01± 0.09 -7.44 -0.57
FeII 15.50± 0.09 −5.7± 0.1 -4.5 -1.16
CrII 13.7± 0.1 −7.5± 0.1 -6.36 -1.15
MgI 13.1± 0.1 −8.1± 0.1 -4.4 -3.65
C IV 15.02± 0.03 −6.15± 0.07 -3.57 -2.58
AlIII 13.91± 0.03 −7.25± 0.07 -5.55 -1.70

Table 4.9: Metallicities as found when fiing for thermal motion. Values of N are given in
units of cm−2

symmetric, suggesting that this component in fact does consist of two subcom-
ponents as is fied for high ionizations. is component is very strong in high
ionizations, which could explain why the discrepancies introduced by the over-
simplification of only having one sub component would be so large it affected the
fit result significantly for the high ionization case, urging the program to correct
for this, while it would be smaller in the low ionization case and less important
for the overall χ2.

Likewise, the line components on the redward side if the absorption feature
are significantly stronger in the low ionization phase than in the high ionization
phase. is could explainwhy vpfit has dropped lines in this segment in the high
ionization case, while it had a larger effect on the total χ2 of the fit to get these
lines right in the low ionization case. Hence, modeling the input with a seventh
component in the red end of the absorption feature could possibly increase the
fit results.

4.3.7 M

While the distribution on subcomponents varies in the fits above, it is reassur-
ing to see that the metallicities found are in good agreement; meaning that the
discrepancies between the fits are of lile importance to the gross results of this
work. Metallicities for thermal motion fits are shown in table 4.9.

C  R L L

e fit results are now compared to the robust lower limits of section 4.2; partly
to make sure that they are in accordance, partly to see how well the assumption
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4.4. Dynamics

F     

Line Robust limit Metallicity, turb. Metallicity, therm.

SiII 1808 -0.70 −0.63± 0.19 −0.62± 0.13
ZnII 2026 -0.54 −0.55± 0.16 −0.57± 0.09
FeII 2250 -1.10 −1.17± 0.20 −1.16± 0.11

Table 4.10: Comparison of robust lower limits with metallicity calculations based on the
best fit values of N and b for the two scenarios of internal motion. Silicon is seen to have
a slightly higher metallicity than its robust lower limit, though still within a 1σ limit. FeII
and ZnII are, slightly surprising, seen to have slightly lower best fit metallicities than the
robust lower limits; but they are still well within the 1σ limit.

of optically thin conditions seems to be in accordance with the values calculated
from best fit values of vpfit. e values for robust limits and metallicities are
calculated from the best fit values of N and b from the two different scenarios for
internal motion. e values are shown in table 4.10.

Overall, the values are seen to be in agreement within a 1σ error, most of
them even well within it. e metallicity for SiII seems to be slightly above the
lower limit, while the other two lines, perhaps a bit surprisingly, are slightly
lower than the lower limit. is is in good agreement with the SiII line having
the largest optical thickness and hence the largest likelihood of not living up to
the assumption of being in the optically thin regime. But since all values are
within one standard deviations, this is just speculation; the robust lower limits
and the fits match very well for all the three lines considered. erefore, it seems
unlikely that Any significant hidden saturation has been present.

4.4 D

edynamic velocity for a transition is calculated by integrating the optical depth
of the line, andmeasuring the distance in velocity space between thewavelengths
at which 5% and 95% of the integral has accumulated, respectively. e Doppler
velocity found is the dynamic velocity of the system.

In figure 4.7 is shown the dynamic velocity for the two lines FeII 2261 and
SiII 1808. In the upper panel of each plot is shown the accumulated optical depth
as integrated between the limiting wavelengths λ1 and λ2, and the transition
and the calculated dynamic velocity is wrien. In the lower panel is shown the
spectral data, with the integrated optical depth shown in green, and a barmarking
the distance between the 5% and the 95% limits. e same procedure was tried
with a couple more lines, showing very similar results.
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic velocity for the lines FeII 2261 and SiII 1808. Top panel in ea is the
cumulative integral of the optical depth over wavelength, boom panel shows the line with
the wavelength interval of integration and the dynamic width marked as well.
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4.5. Discussion

Figure 4.8: e plot of dynamic velocity-metallicity correlation from [22] whi is also
shown in figure 2.5 with the z = 2.4124 DLA system added in red.

In figure 4.8, the values found for SiII 1808 have been used to place the z =
2.4124 DLA system in the spectrum of Q 0918+1636 in the correlation found by
Ledoux et al. in [22]. e ploing of the numbers is rough and should not be
taken too literally, as it is done by hand, and is meant to only roughly show the
systems properties in context. It is seen that the system is indeed comparatively
metal rich and has a comparatively large dynamic velocity. It fits very nicely into
the general picture of the correlation stated by Ledoux et al.

4.5 D

It was a bit surprising to find out that a thermal fit was more accurate than a
turbulent fit, as a turbulent fit would normally be expected ¹, but the results were
quite clear. While the metallicities found were in good agreement, the uncer-
tainties were significantly beer for a thermal fit, and vpfit dropped the tying
of redshis for one line component, which is hard to explain what even means
physically. It should be noted here that the vpfit’s final result for redshis and
Doppler parameters seems to be quite sensitive to the initial values of the guesses,

¹J. Fynbo, conversation
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but at least for this set of data, the inferred column densities have been quite ro-
bust to these changes.

efiing soware has consistently found two components in the high-ionization
phase for the components of lowest redshi, while the higher redshi component
has only one. When looking more closely, however, it looks like that same com-
ponent actually consists of two components in the low-ionization phase as well,
as the fits seem to be either too broad and shallow or too narrow and deep; and
the line feature looks asymmetric. Whether there is much fit quality to be one is
a different question.

It should also be noted that the initial guesses given for the two fits were not
identical, even though the difference was small. It is very easy to adjust and pol-
ish the guess a bit using vpguess, which I apparently have done without thinking
about it. I did however, aer having finished the data reduction work, try to run
a fit in a separate folder using the exact same parameters for the turbulent fit as
is given for the thermal fit here. e result was a nicer looking fit, but degraded
uncertainties compared to the turbulent fit presented here, and ametallicity prac-
tically indistinguishable from it.

e Robust lower limits and themetallicities derived from the fits are in a very
good agreement, suggesting that there is lile or no hidden saturation present
and hence that the assumption of being in the optically thin limit is justified for
at least the FeII 2250 and ZnII 2026 lines, and close to being so for SiII 1808.

P  

Looking at the residual plots in figures 4.5 and 4.6, there is visibly fewer than
the expected 32% of the points lying outside the 1σ line. Looking at the output
of vpfit, the χ2/ndf is ∼ 0.65 for both fits, significantly less than one which
is unlikely for uncorrelated errors. A possible explanation for this could be that
the data are rebinned as part of the X-Shooter pipeline, which could correlate the
errors, resulting in an overestimate of the uncertainties of a factor of

√
2. What

this signifies for the final results is not completely clear, as I have not had the
time to try to propagate a simulated error, but it does mean that the errors of the
metallicities found are overestimated by a factor of around

√
2, but at the worst of

times, that pushes the agreement between each of the plots and the robust lower
limit just outside the 1σ limit, and it does not affect the very good agreement
between the nominal values of the two fits.
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4.6. Summary and outlook

4.6 S  
I have found that the z = 2.4124 DLA system seen in the spectrum of the quasar
Q0918+1636 has a high metallicity for a DLA with a best fit for Zinc, which is the
one metal least prone to dust depletion [25], of ZZnII − Z� = −0.57± 0.09, with
a possible overestimation of the errors due to rebinning in the X-Shooter pipeline.
e system shows evidence of dust depletion. It fits well into the correlation of
[22], having a high-end metallicity and dynamic velocity, which also suggests a
high mass, although this cannot be readily confirmed.

4.6.1 P  

Even though it was clear from an early stage that there was no Lyman α emission
to be found from the host galaxy of this DLA system, it is still possible that there
could be emission from the system in other lines, e.g. Hα and Hβ at 6562 Å and
4862 Å rest frame wavelengths, respectively, or from OII or OIII I tried to do a
tentative fit for H2, but it looked like the Lyman α Forest was too strong to get
any consistent results. However, I would not consider the possibilities exhausted
for that. Furthermore, it seems very possible that the data could be useful as part
of a statistical sample for mapping the Lyman α forest itself.

Finally, the prospects of the work of Fynbo et al [12] [10] [11] are very promis-
ing, as the fraction of observed spectra that show Ly α emission from the DLA
host when selected for highmetallicity is indeed higher than for a random sample
of DLA systems.
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A A

R   
  

As described in section 3.3.3, in order to get the composite quasar data to resemble
the spectrum of Q 0918+1636 as closely as possible, it is necessary to imitate the
various extinction effects to which the light of the QSO has been exposed. ese
steps are described below:

A.1 E 

On its course through the Cosmos, the light of the quasar is subject to two dif-
ferent kinds of transformation. One is absorption features due to HI and metal
transitions in intervening clouds, features that we do not want to replicate, since
they are exactly the features of the QSO spectrum against which we want to hold
a likely continuum.

Dust extinction and reddening, on the other hand, results in a large scale
transformation of the entire spectrum, and a reconstruction of this is necessary
in order to make the composite spectrum look like our data.

At least one of the two DLA systems on the light’s path is sufficiently dust-
and metal-rich to impose a considerable dust reddening on the QSO light. is
reddening is reproduced by using the parametrization model developed by Pei
et al. [28]. In this work, they have used the Magellanic Clouds as models for
early dwarf galaxies. is model is in turn built on a Galactic dust composition
with the abundances of graphite and silicates adjusted to reproduce the empirical
extinction curves of the MCs. e Pei et al. extinction curve is given as:
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Appendix A. Reverse flux-calibration of the composite quasar spectrum

S M C

ai λi[µm] bi ni Ki

185. 0.042 90. 2.0 2.89
27. 0.08 5.50 4.0 0.91
0.005 0.22 -1.95 2.0 0.02
0.010 9.7 -1.95 2.0 1.55
0.012 18. -1.80 2.0 1.72
0.030 25. 0.0 2.0 1.89

Table A.1: e parameters for an SMC-like extinction curve, as given in [28].

f ′(λ) = f (λ)× 10−0.4×ξ(λ)×AB ; (A.1)

ξ(λ) =
6

∑
n=1

ai

(λ/λi)ni + (λi/λ)ni + bi
(A.2)

with f (λ) and f ′(λ) denoting the flux as a function before and aer the
reddening, respectively. e parameter values are empirical and given in [28]
for the Galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud and the Small Magellanic Cloud. e
reddening is applied as:

e data of Q 0918+1636 are best fied by a SMC-like extinction curve with a
total extinction of AB = 0.25 and a redshi of zabs = 2.583, telling that the DLA
system treated in [11] is containing the bulk of dust encountered.

e parameters for the SMC is given in [28], table 4, and are shown in table
A.1.

A.2 G   

Besides the dust extinction of the SMC-like system at z = 2.583, the Q 0918+1636
spectrum is further reddened bymaerwithin the Galaxy, which also needsmod-
eling. is is done using the results of Jason Cardelli et al. [6] with improved
coefficients for the optical and near-infrared by O’Donnell et al. [27].

e Galactic extinction is given as:
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A.2. Galactic extinction and reddening

f ′(λ) = f (λ)× 100.4×A(λ); (A.3)

A(λ) = AV ×
(

a +
b

RV

)
(A.4)

AV = RV × EB−V (A.5)

where RV is the Galactic reddening, of which the standard value of RV = 3.1
has been adopted; EB−V is the color excess in magnitudes of the QSO light on
its way through the Galaxy, for which a value of EB−V = −0.025 has been used.
e quantities a and b are an empirical set of polynomials in different (inverse)
wavelength intervals, which are as follows:

I: [0.3µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 1.1µm−1]

a(x) = 0.574x1.61 (A.6)

b(x) = −0.527x1.61 (A.7)

NIR/O: [1.1µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 3.3µm−1]

: y = x − 1.82

a(x) = 1+ 0.104y − 0.609y2 + 0.701y3 + 1.147y4

− 1.718y5 − 0.827y6 + 1.647y7 − 0.505y8 (A.8)

b(x) = 1.952y + 2.908y2 − 3.989y3 − 7.985y4

+ 11.102y5 + 5.491y6 − 10.805y7 + 3.347y8 (A.9)

U: [3.3µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 8µm−1]

a(x) = 1.752− 0.316x − 0.104
(x − 4.67)2 + 0.341

+ Fa(x) (A.10)

b(x) = −3.090+ 1.825x +
1.206

(x − 4.62)2 + 0.263
+ Fb(x) (A.11)

:

Fa(x) = −0.04473(x − 5.9)2 − 0.009779(x − 5.9)3 [5.9 ≤ x ≤ 8]

Fb(x) = 0.2130(x − 5, 9)2 + 0.1207(x − 5.9)3 [5.9 ≤ x ≤ 8]

Fa(x) = Fb(x) = 0 [x < 5.9]

FUV: [8µm−1 ≤ x ≤ 10µm−1]

: y = x − 8

a(x) = −1.073− 0.628y + 0.137y2 − 0.070y3 (A.12)

b(x) = 13.670+ 4.257y − 0.420y2 + 0.374y3 (A.13)
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e parametrization is found in the IDL-program CCM_UNRED.PRO, which was
rewrien in Python for this project as the script unred.py.

A.3 A   


Finally, atmospheric extinction and the instrument response function need to be
modeled. e extinction function is given as:

ε(λ) = 100.4·b(λ)a (A.14)

where b(λ) is the atmospheric extinction per unit air mass at wavelength λ. Val-
ues for b(λ) is given as a data file along with the instrument response function
R(λ). Since these are sharing the resolution of the X-Shooter and not the com-
posite data, they need to be interpolated before being applied to the composite
data as follows:

f ′(λ) =
f (λ)
R(λ)

· 10−0.4×b(λ)×1.4 (A.15)

with f ′(λ) denoting the response/extinction-corrected flux in the λ’th wave-
length bin, etc.; and the airmass set to 1.4 from the FITS headers of the data files.

e result of these steps is shown in figure 3.8
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In this appendix is printed a list of the pieces of code I’ve wrien for use in this
work, and some example scripts are included for some of the more important
operations. All the code will be available at http://bit.ly/Thesis-Scripts.
Typically, slightly different versions of the scripts are used for each of the arms,
although some of the scripts are carried out only once, typically in the VIS arm.
When more than one version of a script exists, one version is shown and the
differences from any other versions explained.

e code I’ve wrien for this work is listed below, with “ARM” denoting that
a version was wrien for each arm, though mostly they only differ slightly:

makeitso-ARM.sh A convenience script for calling esorex to run the recipes of
the X-Shooter pipeline, wrien in the Bash scripting language. is script
is printed and further described below.

addimgs-ARM.py A Python script to perform sigma clipping and stacking of the
2D spectra output by the X-Shooter pipeline.

spextract-ARM.py A Python script to perform the extraction described in sec-
tion 3.3.3.

normalizeARM.py is is where the normalization process of section 3.3.5 hap-
pens. is script is printed and introduced further below.

unred.py A Python implementation of the IDL program CCM_UNRED.PRO, which
in turn is an implementation of the procedures published in [6], with im-
proved coefficients for the near-UV by O’Donnell et al., 1994 [27]. is
script is called from the normalization scripts to perform a simulated Galac-
tic reddening of the composite quasar data.
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SkyLines.py Small, simple Python script to plot the spectral data of the non-
sky-reduced spectrum along with the smoothed data of the UVES sky atlas
to fine tune wavelength calibration, which was then manually changed in
the FITS header in the script prepforfitARM.py.

DLAfit.py Included and described further below. is is a script that implements
Torsten Tepper Garcías Voigt profile approximation from [34] to do the
fiing of the DLA line described in section 4.1.

RemoveTellurics.py A script to use the telluric standard star to correct for tel-
luric absorption. Only the VIS arm was corrected.

prepforfitARM.py A few small tasks collected in one script, including reference
pixel correction based on comparison with sky lines, addition of the AIR
keyword in the FITS header (Necessary for VPFIT to perform correctly)
and other small, similar tasks.

RobLowe.py Named with a lile hat tip to a hero of the cinema, this script reads
the spectrum and calculates the robust lower limits as described in section
4.2. e lines and their wavelengths are hard-coded into the script.

Metallicities.py As the name suggests, calculates the metallicities of the lines
fied in vpfit. is script is significantly smarter than e.g. RobLowe.py, as
it reads the list of fied lines and line components and automatically looks
up the relevant information about Solar abundances in the file atom.dat,
which is distributed with vpfit.

PlotModel.py Like the name suggests, it plots the data along with the output
model from vpguess. It reads the limits of the fied regions from the vpfit
input file and figures out which ions are present in each region, then finds
the line centres of each component in the vpfit output file and plots these
above the data and model spectrum. A few minor alterations of the code
could make it quite usable.
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B.1 P
e XShooter pipeline is made up of a number of so-called “recipes” callable by
the esorex tool. e recipes take care of creating bad pixel maps, master flat field
images etc., as described in section 3.3.1; only in the last recipe is the reduction
done on the science images.

is is a script to run all or a subset of the recipes required to reduce my
data. I have made switches available to run each recipe separately, and by listing
switches the relevant recipes are run. For the science reduction recipe, it is pos-
sible to select one of the three science images or to have it use them all to create
a combined spectrum from a median value of eah pixel across the images.

e script does not yet check whether the files required to run a recipe are
present, and neither does it yet have any error handling if an esorex run fails.

 #!/bin/bash


 ###===================================================================
 # Read options set
 ###===================================================================


 HELP=”Usage: $0 [--options] [number]. \n
 Accepted options: \t --physmod | -p: run the xsh_util_physmod routine. \n
 \t\t\t --bias | -b: run the xsh_mbias receipt. \n

 \t\t\t --dark | -d: run the xsh_mdark receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --predict | -p: run the xsh_predict receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --orderpos | -o: run the xsh_orderpos receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --flat | -f: run the xsh_mflat receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --2dmap | -m: run the xsh_2dmap receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --scired | -s: run the xsh_scired receipt. \n
 \t\t\t --help | -h: print this help message and exit. \n
 Accepted numbers: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, all, tell, none. \n
 \t\t\t 1 means perform scired on file 1 only, \n
 \t\t\t 2 means on file 2 only, \n
 \t\t\t 3 on file 3 only, and \n
 \t\t\t 4 or ’all’ means on all. \n
 \t\t\t ’tell’ means that the telluric standard frame is reduced instead of \n
 \t\t\t\t the science frames. \n
 Only first number is read, any subsequent numbers passed are ignored. \n
 None is synonymous with 0. Default is to perform all operations and perform \n
 the Scired routine of all frames into one combined frame.”




 args=(”$*”) # Define an array of arguments passed.
 echo ”Args=(”${args[@]}”)” # For debugging only.
 options=(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) # Option switches All off from the start:
 optioncheck=0
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 files=4 # Files to operate on: all by default.


 #Check which options are passed, switch on the relevant switches:
 ###====================================================================
 # Check if help option is set:
 ###====================================================================


 for i in $args; do
 case ”$i” in
 --help | -h) echo -e $HELP; exit;;
 esac
 done


 while [[ $1 == -* ]]; do
 case ”$1” in
 --physmod | -p) options[0]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Modeling receipt selected.”; shift;;
 --bias|-b) options[1]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Bias receipt selected.”;shift;;
 --flat|-f) options[2]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Flat field receipt selected.”;shift;;
 --dark|-d) options[3]=0;
 echo ”Dark receipt not available for visual arm.”;exit;;
 --predict|-e) options[4]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Predict receipt selected.”;shift;;
 --2dmap|-m) options[5]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”2D Map receipt selected.”;shift;;
 --orderpos | -o) options[6]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Orderpos receipt selected.”;shift;;
 --scired | -s) options[7]=1; optioncheck=$optioncheck+1;
 echo ”Scired receipt selected.”;shift;;
 -*) echo ”Invalid option: $1 ”; echo $HELP; exit;;
 esac
 done
 while [[ -n $1 && $1 != -* ]]; do
 case ”$1” in
 1 ) files=1; break;;
 2 ) files=2; break;;
 3 ) files=3; break;;
 ”tell” | ”Tell” | ”telluric” | ”Telluric” ) files=5; break;;
 ”all” ) files=4; break;;
 ”none” | ”None” | ”test” | ”Test”) filescheck=20;
 files=0; echo ”No files/test mode chosen”; break;;
 * ) echo $i”: invalid option”;;
 esac
 done


 echo ”optioncheck = ” $optioncheck
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 ###==========================================================================
 # If no options are selected; select all,
 # except if none or test are passed, then switch all off.
 ###==========================================================================




 if [[ $optioncheck -eq 0 ]]; then
 for i in ${!options[*]}; do
 options[$i]=1
 done
 fi


 physmod=${options[0]}
 bias=${options[1]}
 flat=${options[2]}
 dark=${options[3]}
 predict=${options[4]}
 map=${options[5]}

 orderpos=${options[6]}
 scired=${options[7]}


 #echo ${options[*]}
 echo ”File(s) chosen (4 means all):”$files
 echo
 echo ”Physmod switch: ”$physmod
 echo ”Bias switch: ”$bias
 echo ”Flat field switch: ”$flat
 echo ”Dark switch: ”$dark
 echo ”Predict switch: ”$predict
 echo ”2D Map switch: ”$map
 echo ”Orderpos map ”$orderpos
 echo ”Science Reduction: ”$scired


 if [[ $filescheck -eq 20 ]]; then
 echo ”Oh! testmode with no actual runs is set. Switching them all off now!”;
 for i in ${!options[*]}; do
 options[$i]=0
 done
 fi


 physmod=${options[0]}
 bias=${options[1]}
 flat=${options[2]}
 dark=${options[3]}
 predict=${options[4]}
 map=${options[5]}
 orderpos=${options[6]}
 scired=${options[7]}
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 echo -e ${options[*]}
 echo -e ”File(s) chosen (4 means all):”$files
 echo -e
 echo -e ”Physmod switch: \t ”$physmod
 echo -e ”Bias switch: \t ”$bias
 echo -e ”Flat field switch: \t ”$flat
 echo -e ”Dark switch: \t ”$dark
 echo -e ”Predict switch: \t ”$predict
 echo -e ”2D Map switch: \t ”$map
 echo -e ”Orderpos map \t ”$orderpos
 echo -e ”Science Reduction: \t ”$scired






 ###=======================================
 # Model instrument
 ###=======================================
 if [[ $physmod -eq 1 ]]; then
 esorex xsh_util_physmod xsh_util_physmod_vis.sof
 mv out_0000.fits prod/THEO_TAB_MULT_VIS.fits
 mv out_0001.fits prod/THEO_TAB_IFU_VIS.fits
 mv out_0002.fits prod/THEO_TAB_SING_VIS.fits
 # rm *fits *log *paf
 fi


 ###=======================================
 # Make master biases for OBJECT and
 # FMTCHK/ORDERDEF, respectively
 ###=======================================


 if [[ $bias -eq 1 ]]; then
 #OBJECT
 esorex xsh_mbias xsh_mbias_vis_100_1x2.sof
 mv out_0000.fits prod/MASTER_BIAS_VIS_100_1x2.fits
 # rm *fits *log *paf
 #FMTCHK/ORDERDEF:
 esorex xsh_mbias xsh_mbias_vis_400_1x1.sof
 mv out_0000.fits prod/MASTER_BIAS_VIS_400_1x1.fits
 # rm *fits *log *paf
 fi


 ###=======================================
 # Predict order positions from
 # qualified guesses
 ###=======================================


 if [[ $predict -eq 1 ]]; then
 esorex --time xsh_predict \
 --keep-temp=yes \
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 --detectarclines-fit-window-half-size=5 \
 --detectarclines-search-window-half-size=2 \
 --detectarclines-min-sn=2 \
 xsh_predict_vis.sof
 mv out_0001.fits prod/WAVE_TAB_GUESS_VIS_1x1.fits
 mv out_0002.fits prod/ORDER_TAB_GUESS_VIS_1x1.fits
 # rm *fits *paf *log
 fi


 ###=======================================
 # Make table of line order positions
 ###=======================================


 if [[ $orderpos -eq 1 ]]; then
 esorex --time xsh_orderpos \
 xsh_orderpos_vis.sof
 cp -f out_0000.fits prod/ORDER_TAB_CENTR_VIS_1x1.fits
 # \rm *fits *log *paf
 fi


 ###=======================================
 # Create master flats
 ###=======================================


 if [[ $flat -eq 1 ]]; then
 esorex xsh_mflat \
 --keep-temp=no \
 --detectorder-edges-flux-thresh=0.2 \
 --background-radius-x=1 \
 --detectorder-min-sn=10 \
 xsh_mflat_vis_100_1.2_1x2.sof
 cp -f out_0000.fits prod/ORDER_TAB_EDGES_SLIT_VIS_100_1.2_1x2.fits
 cp -f out_0001.fits prod/MASTER_FLAT_SLIT_VIS_100_1.2_1x2.fits
 # \rm *fits *log *paf
 fi




 ###========================================
 # Create wavelength calibration maps
 ###========================================


 if [[ $map -eq 1 ]]; then
 esorex xsh_2dmap \
 --keep-temp=no \
 xsh_2dmap_vis.sof
 cp -f out_0001.fits prod/WAVE_TAB_2D_VIS_1x1.fits
 cp -f out_0003.fits prod/WAVE_MAP_VIS_1x1.fits
 cp -f out_0005.fits prod/DISP_TAB_VIS_1x1.fits
 # \rm *fits *log *paf
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 fi


 ###=========================================
 # Perform reduction of science data
 ###=========================================


 if [[ $scired -eq 1 ]]; then
 case $files in
 1) sofname=”xsh_scired_slit_stare_vis1.sof”;
 foldername=”final_1”;
 number=”1”;;
 2) sofname=”xsh_scired_slit_stare_vis2.sof”;
 foldername=”final_2”;
 number=”2”;;
 3) sofname=”xsh_scired_slit_stare_vis3.sof”;
 foldername=”final_3”;
 number=”3”;;
 4) sofname=”xsh_scired_slit_stare_vis.sof”;
 foldername=”final_all”;
 number=”all”;;
 5) sofname=”xsh_scired_slit_stare_vis_tell.sof”;
 foldername=”final_tell”;
 number=”tell”;;
 esac


 if [[ ! -d end_results/$foldername ]]; then
 mkdir end_results/$foldername
 echo ”Created dir end_results/”$foldername
 fi


 esorex --time xsh_scired_slit_stare \
 --keep-temp=no \
 --rectify-bin-lambda=0.025 \
 --rectify-bin-slit=0.15 \
 --rectify-conserve-flux=FALSE \
 --rectify-radius=1 \
 --background-nb-y=40 \
 --background-radius-y=50 \
 --background-method=poly \
 --sky-slit-edges-mask=1.5 \
 --sky-subtract=TRUE \
 --sky-method=MEDIAN \
 --mergeord-method=0 \
 --removecrhsingle-niter=10 \
 --compute-map=TRUE \
 --extract-method=FULL \
 --localize-slit-position=-0 \
 --localize-slit-hheight=1 \
 $sofname
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 # $sofname
 # --localize-slit-position=-2 \
 # --localize-slit-hheight=1 \


 cp out_0000.fits end_results/$foldername/
 cp out_0001.fits end_results/$foldername/
 cp out_0002.fits end_results/$foldername/
 cp out_0003.fits end_results/$foldername/
 # \rm *fits *paf *log
 fi
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B.2 N  VIS 
is is a script to normalize the one-dimensional spectrum once it is extracted,
and is wrien in Python. e script starts out drawing the extracted spectrum
along with a composite quasar spectrum by [33], corrected for reddening, instru-
ment response function etc. e user is then prompted to draw what is believed
to be a likely continuum spectrum by seing off a number of points with the
mouse. A le click sets a point, a right click removes the latest point, an upwards
scroll moves the spectrum to the le downward moves it to the right, and once
the user is satisfiedwith the continuum drawn, a middle click sends a signal to the
program that the continuum drawing is finished. e program then interpolates
the drawn points by a cubic spline function and divides the original spectrum by
this continuum.

It can sometimes be difficult to see whether a feature is indeed a spectrum
feature, or it is instead noise, reduction artifacts or similar unwanted features.
However, the two dimensional image is oen very helpful, since spectral fea-
tures are only present in the thin spectrum line in the middle, while sky lines and
pipeline artifacts are oen visible in the full height of the image. For this rea-
son, above the main plot is shown the 2D spectrum image for the corresponding
wavelengths. Likewise, the wavelengths of a number of select lines are marked
with vertical lines and name tags containing the transition ion name and labora-
tory wavelength.

 #! /usr/bin/env python
 # The LineBuilder class is built on the 20 lines example code snippet
 # LineBuilder in the online MatPlotLib documentation at http://goo.gl/RLGS .
 # I have modified and extended it to serve my needs.


 import matplotlib as mpl
 mpl.rc(’font’,**{’family’:’sans-serif’,’sans-serif’:[’Helvetica’]})
 mpl.rc(’font’,**{’family’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Palatino’]})
 mpl.rc(’text’, usetex=True) #For pretty LaTeX fonts in plots

 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
 import numpy as np
 import scipy as sp
 import scipy.interpolate as ipl
 import math
 import unred
 import pyfits as pf
 import os
 import matplotlib.gridspec as grisp


 #####===========================================================
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 ### The function that builds the line. Left clicking adds a point on
 ### the line, right clicking removes the one last added.
 ### Points are automatically ordered, so a point can be added
 ### between two already existing points.
 #####===========================================================


 class LineBuilder:
 ###====
 # Draws piecewise linear function from mouse click,
 # returns clicked point coordinates both as ordered array and
 # in the order clicked (the latter draws nice doodles, is only
 # returned because it was easier than not to)
 #
 ###=====
 def __init__(self, line):
 global VISSpec
 global l
 ax.axis([lstart, lstart+stepsl, 0, annmax])
 print lstart, l.min()
 self.line = line
 self.xs = np.array(line.get_xdata())
 self.ys = np.array(line.get_ydata())
 self.axes = np.array(ax.axis())
 self.imglims = (self.axes[0:2]-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep
 self.cid = line.figure.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event’, self)
 self.did = line.figure.canvas.mpl_connect(’scroll_event’, self)


 def __call__(self, event):
 print ’click’, event.button, event.xdata, event.ydata


 if (event.button == 1):
 if event.inaxes!=self.line.axes: return
 self.xs = np.append(self.xs, event.xdata)
 self.ys = np.append(self.ys, event.ydata)
 self.line.set_data(self.xs[self.xs.ravel().argsort()],
 self.ys[self.xs.ravel().argsort()])
 self.line.figure.canvas.draw()
 if (event.button == 2):
 self.xsord = self.xs[self.xs.ravel().argsort()]
 self.ysord = self.ys[self.xs.ravel().argsort()]
 plt.close()
 if (event.button == 3):
 self.xs = np.delete(self.xs, -1)
 self.ys = np.delete(self.ys, -1)
 self.line.set_data(self.xs[self.xs.ravel().argsort()],
 self.ys[self.xs.ravel().argsort()])
 self.line.figure.canvas.draw()
 if (event.button == ’up’):
 self.axes[0] = self.axes[0]+550
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 self.axes[1] = self.axes[1]+550
 self.axes[2] = 0.
 self.axes[3] = VISSpec[np.where((l > self.axes[0]) &
 (l < self.axes[1]))].max()*1.2
 ax.axis(self.axes)
 self.imglims = self.imglims+550/lstep
 img.axis([self.imglims[0], self.imglims[1], 0, 72])
 annmax = self.axes[3]*0.9
 self.line.figure.canvas.draw()
 if (event.button == ’down’):
 self.axes[0] = self.axes[0]-550
 self.axes[1] = self.axes[1]-550
 self.axes[2] = 0.
 self.axes[3] = VISSpec[np.where((l > self.axes[0]) &
 (l < self.axes[1]))].max()*1.2
 ax.axis(self.axes)
 self.imglims = self.imglims-550/lstep
 img.axis([self.imglims[0], self.imglims[1], 0, 72])
 annmax = self.axes[3]*0.9
 self.line.figure.canvas.draw()




 ######===========================================================
 #### And now for the actual script
 ######===========================================================


 ## For testing purposes, switch the slow and tedious
 ## point selecting on and off.
 pickpoints = False
 pickpoints = True



 ## Open image data files
 specimghdu = pf.open(’sumVIS.fits’)
 specimg = specimghdu[0].data
 VISSpecFile = pf.open(’SpecVIS.fits’)
 VISSpec = VISSpecFile[0].data
 VISErrFile = pf.open(’SpecVIS.err.fits’)
 VISErr = VISErrFile[0].data
 SpecHead = VISSpecFile[0].header
 ErrHead = VISErrFile[0].header


 ### The pixel-to-wavelength conversion
 lstep = SpecHead[’CD1_1’]
 lZero = SpecHead[’CRVAL1’]-(SpecHead[’CRPIX1’]-1)*SpecHead[’CD1_1’]


 ### How many of the following vars are actually necessary?
 ### Might want to trim them...
 nbins = VISSpec.shape[0]
 l = lZero+lstep*np.arange(0, nbins, dtype=’float’)
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 lstart = l.min()+100
 lend = l.max()
 stepsl = 800.




 ######=================================================
 ### Experimental: how about we also plot the
 ### composite spectrum in the visual range?
 ######=================================================


 tab = np.genfromtxt(’compo.data’)
 wl = tab[:, 0]*4.09
 flux = tab[:, 1]*6.3
 fluxred = unred.ccm(wl,flux,-0.025)


 #####=================================================
 ### Pei et al. parametrization curve:
 #
 # Now: the Pei et al. parametrization
 # for SMC-like extinction curve.
 # Formula:
 # _6_
 # \ __________ai__________
 # x(l) = /__ (l/li)^ni+(li/l)^ni+bi
 # n=1
 # Or in \LaTeX:
 #

 # ξ(λ) =
6

∑
n=1

ai

(λ/λi)
ni + (λi/λ)ni + bi

 #
 #####=================================================


 ai = np.array([185.,27.,0.005,0.010,0.012,0.030])
 wli = np.array([0.042,0.08,0.22,9.7,18.,25.])
 bi = np.array([90.,5.50,-1.95,-1.95,-1.80,0.0])
 ni = np.array([2.0,4.0,2.0,2.0,2.0,2.0])
 Ki = np.array([2.89,0.91,0.02,1.55,1.72,1.89])
 AB = 0.25


 Alambda = np.zeros((flux.shape[0]))
 wlr = wl/3.583/1e4


 for n in range(0, 5):
 Alambda = Alambda + ai[n]/((wlr/wli[n])**ni[n]+(wli[n]/wlr)**ni[n]+bi[n])


 Alambda = Alambda*AB
 flux = fluxred*10**(-0.4*Alambda)
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 #####=====================================================
 ### Correct for response and atmospheric extinction:
 #####=====================================================


 extinc = np.genfromtxt(’../Response/wlext.dat’, unpack=True)
 RespVIS = np.genfromtxt(’../Response/respVIS_interp.dat’, unpack=True)
 RespVIS[0, :] = RespVIS[0, :]*10
 RespVIS[1, :] = RespVIS[1, :]*1e14


 # Because response and extinxtion have different
 # resolution than data: interpolation.


 resptck = ipl.splrep(RespVIS[0, :], RespVIS[1, :])
 response = ipl.splev(wl, resptck, der=0)


 extitck = ipl.splrep(extinc[0, :], extinc[1, :])
 extinction = ipl.splev(wl, extitck)


 # Use the above to correct the flux data:
 # (Theory behind formula...?)


 flux = flux/response * 10.**(-0.4*extinction*1.4)






 ######=============================================
 ### Plot spectrum, composite spectrum and draw
 ### new continuum by eye.
 ######=============================================


 ### If-loop to be able to turn the line drawing off.


 if(pickpoints==True):
 fig1 = plt.figure(1)
 gs = grisp.GridSpec(2, 1, height_ratios=[1, 6])


 # Upper plot: 2d spectrum to help identify
 # residual sky lines and other
 # features of noise.
 imgstart = (lstart-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep
 imgstep = stepsl/lstep
 img = fig1.add_subplot(gs[0])
 plt.imshow(specimg, cmap=’hot’, vmin=-40, vmax=140, aspect=2.5)
 tickls=img.get_xticklabels()+img.get_yticklabels()
 plt.setp(tickls, visible = False)


 # Draw approximate positions of ion lines
 # to hint at where extra care is needed.
 if os.path.isfile(’linestofind.data’):
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 lineguides = np.loadtxt(’linestofind.data’, dtype=[
 (’ion’, ’S4’), (’labwl’, ’S4’),
 (’rs1’, ’float32’), (’rs2’, ’float32’)])


 linenum = lineguides[’ion’].shape[0]


 for n in lineguides[’rs1’]:
 plt.axvline(x=(n-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep, linewidth=1.3,
 ymin=0, ymax=0.9, linestyle=’--’, color=’w’)


 for n in lineguides[’rs2’]:
 plt.axvline(x=(n-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep, linewidth=1.3,
 ymin=0, ymax=0.9, linestyle=’-.’, color=’w’)


 img.axis([imgstart, imgstep, 0, 72])




 # Lower plot: where the action goes on.
 ax = fig1.add_subplot(gs[1])
 fig1.suptitle(r’\rm{\Large{Click to draw continuum}}’)
 plt.plot(l, VISSpec, ’black’)
 plt.plot(wl, flux)
 uerr = VISSpec+VISSpec*VISErr
 lerr = VISSpec-VISSpec*VISErr
 annmax = 1.2*VISSpec[lstart+50:lstart+50+stepsl].max()
 plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=0.05)




 ###================================================
 ## Show any old chosen points to help figuring out
 ## where to put new ones...
 ## Also, put approximate wavelebgths of atomic
 ## lines in there
 ###================================================


 if os.path.isfile(’pointstable.data’):
 oldpoints = np.genfromtxt(’pointstable.data’)
 print ’Shape of oldpoints array: ’, oldpoints.shape
 plt.plot(oldpoints[0, :], oldpoints[1, :], ’yo’)
 # if os.path.isfile(’normtabVIS.tab’):
 # johanspoints = np.genfromtxt(’normtabVIS.tab’)
 # plt.plot(johanspoints[:, 0], johanspoints[:, 1], ’r^’)


 if os.path.isfile(’linestofind.data’):
 lineguides = np.loadtxt(’linestofind.data’, dtype=[
 (’ion’, ’S4’), (’labwl’, ’S4’),
 (’rs1’, ’float32’), (’rs2’, ’float32’)])


 linenum = lineguides[’ion’].shape[0]
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 for n in np.arange(linenum):
 plt.axvline(x=lineguides[’rs1’][n],
 ymin=0, ymax=1, linestyle=’--’, color=’g’)
 plt.axvline(x=lineguides[’rs2’][n],
 ymin=0, ymax=1, linestyle=’-.’, color=’g’)


 string = lineguides[’ion’][n]+’ ’+lineguides[’labwl’][n]
 print string


 img.annotate(string, bbox=dict(boxstyle=”round”, fc=”0.8”),
 xy=((lineguides[’rs1’][n]-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep, 45),
 xycoords=’data’, color=’black’, size=’medium’, ha=’center’)
 img.annotate(string, bbox=dict(boxstyle=”round”, fc=”0.9”),
 xy=((lineguides[’rs2’][n]-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep, 50),
 xycoords=’data’, color=’black’, size=’medium’, ha=’center’)




 line, = ax.plot([lstart], [1.], ’red’) # empty line
 ax.axis([lstart, lstart+stepsl, 0,
 annmax])
 img.axis([(lstart-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’])/lstep,
 (lstart-SpecHead[’CRVAL1’]+stepsl)/lstep, 0, 72])
 linebuilder = LineBuilder(line)
 plt.show()


 xcoords = np.array(linebuilder.xs)
 ycoords = np.array(linebuilder.ys)
 xord = np.array(linebuilder.xsord)
 yord = np.array(linebuilder.ysord)
 points = np.vstack( (xord, yord) )
 np.savetxt(’pointstable.data’, points)


 points = np.genfromtxt(’pointstable.data’)
 xord = points[0, :]
 yord = points[1, :]
 tck = ipl.splrep(xord, yord)
 xxx = ipl.splev(l, tck)
 norm = VISSpec/xxx
 errnorm = VISErr/xxx


 if os.path.isfile(’NormVIS.fits’):
 os.remove(’NormVIS.fits’)
 pf.writeto(’NormVIS.fits’, norm, SpecHead)


 if os.path.isfile(’NormVIS.err.fits’):
 os.remove(’NormVIS.err.fits’)


 pf.writeto(’NormVIS.err.fits’, errnorm, SpecHead)
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 ######===========================================================
 ### The following was just to check the functionality of my
 ### script. Actual visualisation for thesis to be decided.
 ### But all necessary arrays and data are loaded
 ### at this point.
 ######===========================================================


 plt.figure(2)
 plt.suptitle(r’\rm{\Large{Normalization of QSO spectrum}}’)
 plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=0.02)


 plot1 = plt.subplot(211)
 specplot = plt.plot(l, VISSpec, ’black’, label=r’\rm{\small{Spectrum}}’)
 mycont = plt.plot(l, xxx, ’r--’, label=r’\rm{\small{Continuum}}’)
 mypoints = plt.plot(xord, yord, ’yo’, label = r’\rm{\small{Points picked}}’)
 plt.axis([6000, 6500, 0, 170])
 plt.figlegend((specplot, mycont, mypoints),
 (r’\rm{\small{Spectrum}}’,
 r’\rm{\small{Continuum}}’, r’\rm{\small{Points picked}}’),
 loc = ’upper right’, shadow=True, fancybox=True, labelspacing=0.,
 bbox_to_anchor=[0.94, 0.94])
 xticklabels = plot1.get_xticklabels()
 plt.setp(xticklabels, visible=False)
 plt.ylabel(r’\rm{Intensity in photon counts}’)


 plot2 = plt.subplot(212, sharex=plot1)
 plt.plot(l, norm, ’black’, label=r’\rm{Reduced spectrum}’)
 plt.axhline(y=1, xmin=0, xmax=1, linewidth=1.5, color =’red’,
 label=r’\rm{Continuum level}’, linestyle = ’--’ )
 plt.axis([6000, 6500, 0, 1.3])
 plt.xlabel(r’\rm{Wavelength in \AA}’)
 plt.ylabel(r’\rm{Relative intensity}’)
 plt.savefig(’Normalization.pdf’)
 plt.show()
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B.3 DLA  
is script implements the Voigt profile approximation by García [34], taking as
input column density and Doppler parameter and returning a Voigt absorption
profile.

e guessed values are wrien into the script along with the estimated error
as described in section 4.1 and plots the QSO spectrum along with the Voigt pro-
files of best fit and upper/lower 1σ levels. e input values can then be varied
until a satisfactory result has been reached.

 #!/usr/bin/env python
 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
 import numpy as np
 import scipy as sp
 import scipy.constants as con
 import pyfits as pf
 import matplotlib as mpl
 mpl.rc(’text’, usetex=True) #For pretty LaTeX fonts in plots
 mpl.rc(’font’,**{’family’:’sans-serif’,’sans-serif’:[’Helvetica’]})

 mpl.rc(’font’,**{’family’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Palatino’]})
 mpl.rc(’legend’, shadow=True,
 fancybox=True, borderpad=.5,
 labelspacing=.1,
 fontsize=’medium’)
 mpl.rcParams[’xtick.labelsize’] = ’large’
 mpl.rcParams[’ytick.labelsize’] = ’large’
 mpl.rcParams[’lines.linewidth’] = .5
 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
 import os


 ###========================================
 # Voigt function:
 #
 # From Tepper García:
 #
 # τ(λ) = (C N a) · H[a, x(λ)] , where H[a, x(λ)]
 # is the Voigt function, of which the mathematical description and computer
 # implementation is given in García.
 # From same; C N a = e2

me c

√
π3

π
f λ

b · a
 #
 #
 ###========================================


 def H(a, x):
 P = x**2
 H0 = np.e**(-(x**2))
 Q = 1.5/x**2
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 H = H0-(a/np.sqrt(np.pi)/P*(H0*H0*(4*P*P+7*P+4+Q)-Q-1))
 print P, H0, Q
 return H




 ###===================
 # Load data:
 ###===================


 specHDU = pf.open(’NormUVB.fits’)
 spectrum = specHDU[0].data
 head = specHDU[0].header
 print spectrum.shape




 ###====================================
 # Misc. parameters,
 # wavelength calibrations etc.:
 ###====================================


 # CGS units:
 cgsc = 2.998e10
 cgsme = 9.1095e-28
 cgse = 4.8032e-10


 x = np.arange(spectrum.shape[0])
 wavlen = x*head[’CD1_1’]+head[’CRVAL1’]
 wl0 = 1215.67*1.e-10 #in m




 ###=========================
 # Resonator strength and
 # Doppler parameter.
 ###=========================


 f = 0.516
 b = 2.e1 #Johans orig.
 b = 2.e1
 dwld = b/con.c*wl0
 gamma = 6.265e8 #Original
 a = wl0*gamma/(4.*np.pi*b)




 ###=========================
 # The (C N a) part:
 ###=========================


 Ca = cgse**2/(cgsme * cgsc)*np.sqrt(np.pi**3)/np.pi*f*wl0/b
 N1 = 14.5e20 # This is our main knob to turn.
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 N2 = 8.3e20 # Same for the other line...


 deltalogN1 = 0.06
 logN1 = np.log10(N1)
 hilogN1 = logN1+deltalogN1
 lologN1 = logN1-deltalogN1
 loN1 = 10.**lologN1
 hiN1 = 10.**hilogN1
 wl = (np.arange(10000)/100.+1150.)*1.e-10
 x = (wl-wl0)/dwld
 binsize = wl[11.]-wl[10.]




 ###=================================
 # Set different parameters plus
 # the extinction function:
 ###=================================


 z1=2.4123 #Original
 z1=2.4124
 z2=2.582


 extfun1 = np.e**(-Ca*N1*H(a, x))
 extfun2 = np.e**(-Ca*N2*H(a, x))
 loextfun1 = np.e**(-Ca*loN1*H(a, x))
 hiextfun1 = np.e**(-Ca*hiN1*H(a, x))
 wavlen21 = wl*1.e10*(1+z1)
 wavlen22 = wl*1.e10*(1+z2)




 ###===================================================
 # Create figure of the plots fitted line profiles.
 ###===================================================


 fig1 = plt.figure(1, figsize=(7, 4.2))


 plt.subplot(111)
 specplot = plt.plot(wavlen, spectrum, ’black’, label=’Q 0918+1636’)
 voigt1 = plt.plot(wavlen21, extfun1, linestyle=’-’, linewidth=1.5,
 label=’Voigt profile 1’, color=’red’)
 errdots = plt.plot(wavlen21, loextfun1, ’r’, linestyle=’:’, alpha=.7)
 plt.plot(wavlen21, hiextfun1, ’r’, linestyle=’:’, alpha=.7,
 label=r’Profile 1 \pm errors’)
 voigt2 = plt.plot(wavlen22, extfun2, ’b-’,linewidth=1.5,
 label=’Voigt profile 2’)


 # Because Tepper García algorithm is weird, only fill between wings,
 # not line center
 plt.fill_between(wavlen21[:6500], loextfun1[:6500], hiextfun1[:6500],
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 color=’grey’, alpha=.3)
 plt.fill_between(wavlen21[6600:], loextfun1[6600:], hiextfun1[6600:],
 color=’grey’, alpha=.3)
 plt.axis([4010, 4300, 0, 1.2])
 plt.xlabel(r’\Large{Wavelength [\AA]}’)
 plt.ylabel(r’\Large{Relative flux}’)
 contline = plt.axhline(y=1, xmin=0, xmax=1, linestyle=’--’, color=’black’,
 label=’Continuum’)
 plt.legend(loc=’lower right’)
 lt.subplots_adjust(right=.92, left=.08)


 # Subplot2:
 plt.subplot(212)
 plt.plot(wavlen, spectrum, ’black’, label=’Spectrum’)
 voigt2 = plt.plot(wavlen22, extfun2, ’b-’, label=’Voigt profile fit 2’)
 plt.axhline(y=1, xmin=0, xmax=1, linestyle=’:’, color=’black’,
 label=’Continuum’)
 plt.plot(wavlen21, extfun1, ’r-’, label=’Voigt profile fit 1’)
 plt.plot(wavlen21, loextfun1, ’r-’, linestyle=’:’)
 plt.plot(wavlen21, hiextfun1, ’r-’, linestyle=’:’)
 plt.xlabel(r’Wavelength [\AA]’)
 plt.axis([4230, 4480, 0, 1.3])


 # Add figure wide legend + save figure
 plt.figlegend((specplot, voigt1, errdots, voigt2, contline),
 (r’\rm{Q 0918+1636}’, r’\rm{Voigt profile 1}’,
 r’\rm{Profile 1 \pm errors}’, r’\rm{Voigt profile 2}’,
 r’\rm{Continuum}’),
 ’lower right’, fancybox=True, labelspacing=0., shadow=True)
 plt.savefig(’doublevoigt.pdf’)
 plt.show()




 ###============================================
 # Write fitted parameters to file:
 ###============================================


 if os.path.isfile(’dlafit.params’):
 os.remove(’dlafit.params’)


 paramsfile = open(’dlafit.params’, ’w’)
 paramsfile.write(’Value of N1: \t\t’+str(N1)+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’Value of log(N1): \t’+str(np.log10(N1))+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’Error of log(N1): \t\t’+str(deltalogN1)+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’Value of N2: \t\t’+str(N2)+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’Value of log(N2): \t’+str(np.log10(N2))+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’Value of N2: \t \t’+str(N2)+’\n’)
 paramsfile.write(’z1 and z2: \t’+str(z1)+’, ’+str(z2)+’\n’)
 paramsfile.close()
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B.4 M 

is is the script in which metallicities are calculated for the ions fied in vpfit.
e script reads the output file from the fit, sorts the ion names, calculates the
appropriate column densities and error propagations, looks up the relevant solar
abundances and calculates the metallicity in terms of solar abundances. Error
propagation is done in two ways; one is by an implementation of the procedure
described in section 2.3; the other is the Python package uncertainties. Reas-
suringly, they reach identical results.

 #! /usr/bin/env python
 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
 # Import standard libraries:


 import numpy as np
 import os.path as op
 import sys
 import uncertainties as uncs
 import uncertainties.umath as umc

 import uncertainties.unumpy as unp


 ###============================================================================
 # Put constants etc. here, and for compatibility with other systems:




 NeuHyd = 14.5E20
 for line in open(’../UVB/dlafit.params’):
 if ’log(N1)’ in line:
 temp = line.split()
 print float(temp[-1])
 if ’Error’ in line:
 DelNeuHyd = float(temp[-1])
 else:
 LogNeuHyd = float(temp[-1])


 print ’NeuHyd before: ’, NeuHyd
 print ’Log NeuHyd before: ’, np.log10(NeuHyd)
 NeuHyd = 10.**LogNeuHyd
 HiNeuHyd = 10.**(LogNeuHyd+DelNeuHyd)
 LoNeuHyd = 10.**(LogNeuHyd-DelNeuHyd)


 print NeuHyd, ’ + ’, HiNeuHyd, ’ + ’, LoNeuHyd
 uLogNeuHyd = uncs.ufloat((LogNeuHyd, DelNeuHyd))
 print uLogNeuHyd
 uNeuHyd = 10**uLogNeuHyd
 print uNeuHyd


 # Johans værdi:
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 #NeuHyd = 1.499684835502368e+21


 if not op.isfile(’./fort18-tail.data’):
 print ’Please make sure the VPfit output’
 print ’file is placed in the working directory’
 sys.exit()




 ###============================================================================
 # Load VPfit results from fort.26 type file and extract the lines with
 # actual data into a numpy array.


 ResultList = list([])
 n = 0
 #for line in open(’./vpguess-turb/fort18-tail.data’):
 for line in open(’./vpguess-therm/fort18-tail.data’):
 #for line in open(’./vpguess-experimental/fort18-tail.data’):
 n += 1


 if line.startswith((’%’, ’!’)):
 print ’Ignored comment line’, n
 else:
 temp = line.split()


 if len(temp[0]) <= 1:
 temp[0] = temp[0]+’ ’+temp[1]
 temp.pop(1)


 temp[1] = ’’.join(i for i in temp[1] if not i.isalpha())
 temp[3] = ’’.join(i for i in temp[3] if not i.isalpha())


 ResultList.append(temp[:7])


 ResultList = np.asarray(ResultList)
 IonList = list([])


 ###============================================================================
 # Figure out how many different ions are present, list them.


 for ion in ResultList[:, 0]:
 if ion not in IonList:
 IonList.append(ion)




 ###============================================================================
 # Now, pair ion and atom and calculate metallicities in terms
 # of Z_Solar.
 # Error propagation:
 # $\delta Z_{ion} = \sqrt{(\delta logN_H)^2+(\delta\sum log(x_i))^2 }
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 Metalicity = list([[’Ion ’, ’Log N ’, ’dlog N ’, ’Zdla ’,’ZO ’, ’Z-ZO ’,
 ’d(Z - ZO) ’]])
 print ’ ’
 print ’ ’
 print ’ ’
 print ’Metallicities: ’
 print IonList
 print ResultList
 for ion in IonList:
 ThisIon = np.where(ResultList[:, 0] == ion)
 LogN = ResultList[ThisIon][:, 5].astype(np.float)

 dLogN = ResultList[ThisIon][:, 6].astype(np.float)
 ColDens = 0.
 counter = 0
 dColDens = 0.


 # The uNumpy way:
 uLogN = unp.uarray((LogN, dLogN))
 # print ion, uLogN.T
 uNion = 10**uLogN
 # print uNion
 uNtot = uNion.sum()
 # print uNtot
 uLogNtot = umc.log10(uNtot)
 # print ’With python uncertainties package:’
 # print ’Log N, total, for ion ’+ion+’:\t’, uLogNtot






 for i in LogN:
 dens = 10.**float(i)
 # print ’dens=’, dens
 ColDens += dens
 counter += 1
 for i in np.arange(dLogN.shape[0]):
 # Propagate thru exp10 function:
 unc = float(dLogN[i])
 # print unc
 dNi = np.log(10.)*10.**float(LogN[i])*unc #Seems more like it
 # Prepare for pyth summing:
 dNi = dNi**2
 dColDens += dNi


 dColDens = np.sqrt(dColDens)
 dLogColDens = 1./np.log(10.)*1./ColDens*dColDens


 ###================================================
 # Find solar metallicities for the different ions:
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 for i in open(’./SolarMetal.data’):
 if ion.startswith(i.split()[0]):
 if len(i.split()[0]) >= 2:
 # They match!
 Zsolar = i.split()[1]
 atom = i.split()[0]
 break
 elif ’ ’ in ion:
 # They match!
 Zsolar = i.split()[1]
 atom = i.split()[0]
 break


 M = np.log10(float(ColDens))-np.log10(float(NeuHyd))-\
 (float(Zsolar)-12.)
 Zdla = np.log10(float(ColDens)/float(NeuHyd))
 uZ = uLogNtot-umc.log10(uNeuHyd)
 uZsolar = np.float(Zsolar)
 Zsolar = str(float(Zsolar)-12.)
 uZZ0 = uZ-(uncs.ufloat((uZsolar, 0.0))-uncs.ufloat((12., 0.)))
 print ion+’\t’, ”%.4f” % (uLogNtot.nominal_value), ’+/-’,\
 ”%.4f” % (uLogNtot.std_dev()), ’\t’, \
 ”%.4f” % (uZ.nominal_value), ’+/-’,\
 ”%.4f” % (uZ.std_dev()), ’\t’,\
 ”%.4f” % (uZZ0.nominal_value), ’+/-’,\
 ”%.4f” % (uZZ0.std_dev())


 # Error:
 dM = np.sqrt(DelNeuHyd**2+dLogColDens**2)
 Metalicity.append([ion, np.log10(ColDens), dLogColDens, Zdla,
 Zsolar, M, dM])


 print np.asarray(Metalicity)
 print ’Value of log(n) for neutral H used: ’, ”%.5f” % np.log10(NeuHyd)
 np.savetxt(’Metallicities.txt’, np.asarray(Metalicity), fmt=’%.10s’, delimiter=’\t’)
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